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KAHANI

Uks is a research, resource and publication centre dedicated
to the cause of gender equality and women’s development.
We are an advocacy and rights-based group seeking to raise
awareness and assist implementation of our goals and ideals.
The Centre focuses on the women-media relationship; a
concern that has hitherto remained poorly represented by
organisations working on women’s rights.

About Uks
Research Centre

The word ‘Uks’ is an Urdu term meaning ‘reflection’. At Uks,
our team of professional media persons and research staff
aims to promote the reflection of a neutral, balanced and
unbiased approach to women and women’s issues within, and
through the media. The Centre has already won the support
of many journalists, human rights and women’s rights
activists, academics and other like-minded groups.
Since its inception in 1997, Uks has monitored media,
conducted research on emerging trends, particularly
regarding gender and women development, and undertaken
trainings and workshops to raise awareness about crucial
issues amongst media.
Uks views the mass media as an exceedingly important part
of our day-to-day living, reflecting and, to a large extent,
determining our daily lives and ideological beliefs.
Uks Research Centre
202, Executive Centre, E-11/2-3,
Islamabad.
www.uksresearch.com
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World Association for Christian Communication
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Foreword
Celebrating 20 Years of Uks
The rapid development of technology has given the
media -- print as well as audio-visual -- phenomenal
power to shape people’s mind. What people see,
hear and read determines their attitude towards life
and their fellow humans, especially the marginalised
sections including women. The status of women in
society is a clear indicator of how the media portrays
the female half of the population.
It is therefore no less than an aberration that for
decades this aspect of the media in Pakistan was
ignored. No one raised a voice if the media neglected
issues vital for women or projected them in a negative
light. Unchecked for long the media persisted in
reinforcing patriarchy in Pakistan.
Neither was there any monitoring of the presence
of women in print journalism, television and radio.
The fact is that an increase in the number of women
entering these areas of mass communication could
make a difference as was later proved.
It was in 1997 that the birth of Uks (meaning
‘reflection’ in Urdu) brought hope to women of
Pakistan. For the first time it was felt that the gender
situation in the media -- both in terms of staff
composition and contents -- could be monitored. This
was expected to be a prelude to change.
What was Uks’ mission? It had a dual purpose. First,
to improve the portrayal of women by the media. The
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trend had been to show women as the weaker sex who
had to be relegated to a life of subordination under
men. This had to change if the status of women
was to be upgraded. This change was possible only
if women journalists were inducted into newspapers,
radio and television in larger numbers. Hence Uks’
second aim became to promote women in the media
by improving their working conditions.
In both areas Uks has done remarkably well in
the twenty years since it was founded. I can say
authoritatively that it takes a lot of hard work and
mobilisation for women when they are in a minority in
a man’s world.
I write from experience as when I began my
professional life as a journalist more than 42 years
ago. There were just a handful of women journalists
scattered over Pakistan and it was so difficult for us to
reach out to the others and connect with them -- and
also perform professionally as well to establish our
credentials.
From that position it was not even possible for many
of us to influence media policies on many issues.
The Uks team has done all that and much more, under
the dedicated and inspiring leadership of Tasneem
Ahmar. Uks’ record says it all. It is the author of the
first ever gender-sensitive code-of ethics for the media
that has been widely circulated.
It set up the first ever Women Media Complaint Cell

in 2014 and the first ever Pakistani Women in Media
Network in 2007. These institutions were urgently
needed.

issues of concern to women such as peace-building,
democracy, governance, violence, extremism, health
and education.

The number of journalists benefiting from Uks
is flabbergasting. Over 10,000 journalists have
been trained in 500 training sessions on gender
sensitisation. Moreover, 2000 students from national
universities have been trained on gender issues in a
bid to create awareness. To expand its outreach and
access, Uks has entered into international partnerships
with 30 organisations.

Since it is concerned with the media, these issues find
their way into the media as well from the women’s
perspective.
Zubeida Mustafa

It is not only the emphasis on human resources that
is significant. Research is also a vital part of Uks’
functions. Hence all the newspapers it has monitored
-- 100,000 issues in all -- are scanned and saved.
They also contribute to the data bank of a million
newspaper stories on women and related issues.
Also saved are 400 radio programmes that Uks has
produced and aired from various radio channels. They
range from violence against women, peace-building,
disability to women empowerment. In its archive, Uks
has a treasure of information for a researcher, namely,
50 publications including research reports.
This is the occasion to celebrate Uks’ great
achievements which have become a critical source of
information for the women’s movement in Pakistan.
This also constitutes a part of women’s struggle
for empowerment. In that respect Uks is a pioneer.
It has led the way in shedding light on various
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Why Write the Story of Uks?
Uks Kahani, or ‘The Story of Uks’, describes a long
journey down memory lane spanning 20 years of
endeavour towards the fulfilment of one dream; to see
the women of Pakistan stand tall, being respected in
their own right as full partners in the progress and
prosperity of this nation.
Since its inception, this modest enterprise has strived
to make giant leaps in promoting women’s rights,
specifically, as an advocate of gender equality; as
a vehicle for change in how women are perceived
by society as a whole, and men in particular; and,
through the positive portrayal of women in the media.

women’s development, since such content created and
strengthened existing bias against women.
Uks Kahani reveals how media monitoring helped
shape advocacy efforts with stakeholders from
the media, academic circles, and civil society
organizations. It also recounts how gender
sensitization culminated with the formulation of South
Asia’s first-ever gender-sensitive code of ethics for the
media.

The initial task was to develop an archive of news
stories on women and women’s issues, based on dayto-day monitoring of the media, advocacy at critical
platforms and venues and gender sensitisation of
media professionals.

In addition, Uks utilised the medium of radio to
broadcast information on women’s issues through
special programmes, produced in-house and broadcast
by various radio channels to a wider audience. The
book also describes how the radio programmes worked
to reverse the stereotyping of women as passive
victims and sufferers. Utilising oral testimonies
of women from the farthest reaches and remotest
corners of Pakistan, positive stories that reflected
women’s courage, leadership and resilience were
brought forward. These specially-produced gendersensitive radio programmes discussed a wide range
of topics: from ‘honour’ crimes, reproductive health
rights, education, social mobility etc. to the specific
challenges that face women and girl survivors of the
massive 2005 earthquake in the northern regions of
Pakistan.

Media monitoring was an essential aid in analysing
how the negative, sensationalized, derogatory and
stereotypical portrayal of women was damaging

Uks Kahani reflects how important it is to empower
women in the media, and deals with the factors
responsible for rendering women all but invisible

Uks has now become a leading agent in the struggle
for an ethical and rights-based foundation for
reporting and writing for the public.
This account of the trials and tribulations of the
past two decades describes a time of growth and of
survival, constraints and multiple challenges. Yet,
it also celebrates a significant milestone in Uks’
trajectory.
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in media organizations. It talks about low rates of
employment, sexual harassment at the workplace,
no transportation for women working nights, nonprovision of maternity leave, a solid ‘glass ceiling’ and
a ‘sticky floor’, and the objectification of women as
anchor-persons and newscasters etc.
It highlights the Pakistani Women’s Media Network
initiative, the first-ever network for Pakistani women
working in the media, which aimed to encourage
more positive portrayals of women, increase female
representation at all levels, and improve conditions for
women working in the media.
There is also a section on Uks’ interactions with many
universities across Pakistan, detailing how and why
gender issues must be understood correctly by faculty
and students alike - even though this may not always
be the case - and how students need to be sensitized
on reporting and producing news stories through
the gender lens, and why the number of women who
take up media studies at the university-level is not
reflected in the numbers employed in the media
industry.
The section on the establishment of the Women’s
Media Complaint Cell speaks of the role of public
participation in encouraging the media to be more
responsive to gender issues. The cell, one of the first
of its kind worldwide, is an effort to empower women
and provide them a forum to amplify their voices
against content that they feel is damaging to women.
Uks, taking the concept of public participation
one step further, has also included universities in
the process of media monitoring and complaint
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registration. Continuously working with commitment
and passion on the empowerment of women in and
through the media is one thing — writing a book
about it is quite another!
Looking back over my various roles as founderdirector, trainer and mentor, several images flash
through my mind as I look back over the Story of Uks
and try to bring it together in a kaleidoscope of work,
hope and the belief that our goals will be achieved,
our objectives will be realized and ultimately,
betterment of our women and our families would be
achieved.
It is my sincere wish that Uks Kahani makes readers
realize that when they come across news stories on
women and women’s issues, they must put the text or
picture through the gender lens and ask themselves
whether the presentation is balanced, are there
any angles meant to convince the reader/audience
of a certain outcome, and whether there is any
stereotyping.
To challenge the biases that have been ingrained in
all of us by the media’s incessant stereotyping and
typecasting, it is always important to analyse all
information, no matter what source it comes from,
instead of taking it at face value.
This is what Uks Kahani aspires to accomplish: that
each and every one of us, especially those working in
the media, should be gender-sensitized, and should
in turn educate all those around us who consume the
media.

Watching the Watchdog
Effecting Positive
Change

Watching the Watchdog: Effecting Positive Change
It gives me great pride to note that today, Uks is recognised
as the only organisation – or perhaps one of a select few
in Pakistan – that monitors the media on a daily basis
to enable informed analysis of the changing patterns of
reportage; in newspapers, 24/7 TV channels (news and
entertainment) and FM radio stations, on the portrayal and
representation of women.
Being a resource centre, Uks staffers have been meticulously
cutting-and-pasting stories to preserve a comprehensive
record of clippings of articles concerning women, since
1998. The team minutely monitors selected print media
outlets, and the clippings are filed, scanned and stored
in a digital database – open to the public and available
for research and analysis purposes. The data has proven
invaluable for the team at Uks in facilitating the study of
emerging media trends and issues, highlighting concerns
about the shifting balance of gender representation and the
overall portrayal of women’s rights.
Each piece of news monitored is categorised based on the
type and subject matter of the news item. In the beginning,
Uks monitored all news items under 15 categories; as the
database grew, so did the number of categories. Currently,
it contains records of over four million press clippings and
news items, stored under a staggering 54 categories.
It all began with my own peculiar habit of reading
newspapers with a critical eye. Where most people may
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have simply shrugged their shoulders, or felt uncomfortable,
at best, over the way women were being portrayed in the
media, I would be livid. With Uks up and running, I found
myself in a position to actually do something about it,
with the help of several committed individuals and donor
organisations.
I often ask myself, ‘Why do these things the media keeps
churning out, about people in general and women in
particular, bother me so much’?
Perhaps it was because I would devour more than two dozen
mainstream newspapers, in English and Urdu, every day.
This provided me a view of the wide canvas of the print
media’s output in Pakistan, exposing a rigid bias against
women – where stories featuring women victims of heinous
crimes would be sensationalised. Women were invariably
portrayed as immoral, rebellious, and ‘deserving’ of rape or
assault because of their ‘modern’ outlook. Headlines such
as ‘Girl Wearing Jeans Raped’ or ‘Mother of Seven Elopes
with Paramour’ conveyed the belief that a woman’s dress
was some sort of beacon for maltreatment, or that a woman
compelled to earn a living was necessarily ‘a bad mother’.
So-called ‘honour’ crimes were reported in a manner that
allowed a murdered woman, no identity, except as a badge
of ‘honour’, worn or discarded by the men of her family
or community. The way most ‘honour’ killing stories were
presented appeared to justify the act; the media would just

not acknowledge the crime as murder. Furthermore, rape
stories in particular were sensationalised to such an extent
that the focus of the story shifted from the crime and the
criminals involved, to the survivor and her family.

news stories. In a nutshell, the reportage contained a lot of
graphic detail, with explicit photographs and captions, all
detrimental to women’s progress and development in society
at large.

It became distressing to read crime reports on rape, full of
judgmental and self-righteous language and accompanied
by photographs of the victims/survivors themselves, with

But media monitoring was not the answer, though it
provided a strong base for research and advocacy – what
I really wanted to do was to analyse the content through
a gender lens. Thus began my long journey in the realm
of media monitoring and content analysis: even today, my
team and I continue to examine articles, stories and shows
that reinforce stereotypes, looking at how such material
seeps into people’s daily interactions and their perceptions.
We use our observations and conclusions (backed by
thorough research) to encourage the media to clean up
its language and visuals, especially where women are
concerned. Today, I can proudly say that the past 20 years
of monitoring, analysing and sifting through bucket loads
of media content have paid off, particularly where the print
media is concerned. For example:
•

Now, there is far more awareness and recognition for
high-achieving women, the need for girls’ education,
and coverage of women’s health issues etc., and
especially of matters relating to violence against
women.

•

Portrayal of women’s issues has also shown gradual
improvement. This is, due partly to the combined
pressure of various national and international lobbies
and advocacy campaigns that have been conducted to
sensitise the media over the years.

no attempt made to protect their identity. The language
used in such reports, bereft of any investigative or
analytical value, was a sad reflection of the mind-set of a
predominantly-male reporting, photographic and newsroom
staff.
Headlines would scream, ‘Unwed Mother Strangles Her
Burden of Sin’. Frivolous words such as titliyan (butterflies)
and bhanwray (bumble bees) were regularly used by the
Urdu press when referring to the protagonists of these
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Initially, in the days of one state-owned and statecontrolled television and radio network, Uks worked almost
exclusively with the press. However, with the advent of

Undeterred, Uks continued its advocacy and trainings with
the electronic media. This engagement continues until the
present day, and we are now at a point where I can say

scores of private, 24-hour TV and radio channels opening
up in the early 2000s, we expanded our efforts to cover the
electronic media, including both news and entertainment
content.

that a very small number of TV channels have begun to
exhibit some understanding of the seriousness of the issues
involved. These channels now appear to shun rampant
sensationalism and stereotypes targeting women in the race
for higher ratings, and have developed a positive attitude
about the efficacy of applying gender sensitive norms to
news content.

This virtually meant starting over again, just as we had
made sizeable inroads sensitising quite a large chunk of the
print media. The privately owned TV channels, news and
entertainment, broke new ground in terms of sensationalism
in their programmes and news stories. Although they were
in utter violation of ethical guidelines – especially with
their sleazy portrayal of women, no one seemed bothered
by this frenzy; no one certainly tried to put a stop to these
practices.
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Unfortunately, large sections of the electronic media
continue to blatantly violate ethical and journalistic
guidelines. This is done deliberately, and in various
ways; new lows are discovered when stories of violence
– often against women – are cut to the beat of dramatic
or demeaning music, adding judgmental connotations

and diluting the seriousness of the issues involved. Our
monitoring has revealed that the music is carefully selected
in order to sensationalise a story, turning an otherwise
serious journalistic endeavour into a joke. Many channels
continue to reveal personal details and air photographs or
footage of victims and/or survivors of violent crimes.

production standards, acting and direction, the narrative
frames employed to depict women and their place in society
are regressive and downright harmful to women’s stature.

Talk shows, though popular among the public, are heavily
male-dominated. This prevents a balanced presentation of
issues that concern women and men alike, where women
are not generally invited to participate, even when they
may have technical expertise in the topic at hand. Even
where the subject matter is especially relevant to women,
they remain voiceless. Such programmes also propagate
the stereotype that women have nothing to contribute in
matters of national and public interest: that they don’t
count in the grand scheme of things.
But Uks refuses to be cowed; each challenge offers a
new opportunity, and the continued male-domination of
the media creates a unique opportunity for interventions
where we can act and advocate to sensitise both: news
and entertainment channels. Radio channels are also being
encouraged to bring in more women in their transmissions.
But in Pakistan, as in the rest of the world, the news
media is only half the pie. Not surprisingly, entertainment
channels are also a major cause for concern, and there
are dozens of such channels churning out soaps, dramas,
morning shows and much more content that needs to be
carefully examined through the gender lens.
While a great leap forward has been witnessed in terms of

Barring a very small number of exceptions, Uks’ monitoring
of content that aired on such channels from 7:00pm
to 10:00pm every day found that only three words and
concepts dominated 99.9 percent of all broadcasts.
It seems that Mohabbat (love), Shaadi (marriage), and Talaq
(divorce) are the only themes that resonate with audiences,
and a recurring plot device seems to be the love triangle,
which two women being shown helplessly in love with the
same man, or vice versa.
Some of the other narrative tropes employed are indicative
of an extremely regressive mind set: there is the obvious
stress on the married woman’s primary role as a home-
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maker, even at the cost of a thriving career. Getting married
and settling down is portrayed as the be-all, end-all for
women as far as these dramas are concerned.

While themes of love and marriage are universal, they are
negatively presented as diametrically opposed to other
achievements in life, which is damaging for women’s
role in society at large. Unfortunately, a vast majority of
entertainment content on TV presents a single-minded –
perhaps from the mind of a man – vision of life as adapted
from novels or short-stories whose own literary value is
dubious. Such shows do not inform, educate, or inspire,
but rather exploit women by portraying them as objects,
mere things of beauty, the proverbial weaker sex; ever
dependent, fearful, obedient, willing to sacrifice all personal
goals, ambitions, hopes and desires on the altar of male
supremacy.
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Things aren’t much better for married female characters who
wish to utilise their education and work in a public space.
They are demonised, their career shown as an impediment
rather than an accomplishment, and they are demonized as
‘unfit mothers’ or ‘selfish, uncaring wives’. Then there are
the women relatives, often the closest thing these soaps
have to a villain. Mean, selfish, manipulative, scheming
and cunning wives and an assortment of in-laws and others
that are driven by an irrational hatred – often rooted in an
insecurity regarding their relationship to the protagonist –
and condemned to remain lifelong enemies. If one were to
draw an impression of Pakistani women and society based
on how they are depicted in these TV shows, it wouldn’t
be too outlandish to assume that half the country is
schizophrenic!
Men, on the other hand, are usually depicted as the
intelligent, hardworking upholders of family values, and
dramas are often peppered with gems such as the adage “jab
aurat kay sar par apni chutt ho, aur do waqt ki roti muyassar
ho, tu phir ussay bahar nikalnay ki kya zarurat hai?”, or that
a woman must be satisfied with two meals a day and a roof
over her head! Women are portrayed as having no business
acquiring knowledge, exploring the world, utilising their
innate talents or being successful in their own right. It is
dialogues like this and countless other loaded, demeaning,
and damaging lines that are lapped up by the public without
protest or reaction from all save for a small bunch of aware
individuals. Characters, dialogues, and storylines; all are
fashioned to encourage the continuation of obscurantist
traditional norms that are rooted in the tribal past and have
no place in today’s world.

In addition, women are shown unnecessarily dependent
on men, sometimes to the extent that single, divorced, or
widowed women must marry or be thrown to the wolves,
so to speak. Even family members, such as parents and
siblings, are usually only ready to support such a woman
in the interim period before she snares another man, no
matter what she accomplishes on her own.
A woman is made to feel especially unwelcome in her
own father’s home, which is invariably taken over by her

brother(s). This flies in the face of contemporary reality,
and is so far removed from modern-day society, where
single, divorced and even abandoned women everywhere
live independently and on their own terms.
Acts of violence against women are also frequently depicted
in soaps and dramas, regardless of their adverse impact in
a society where there is little or no recourse available to
battered women. The frequency with which such behaviour
is depicted leads many men to believe that this is the norm
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– that it is their God-given right to beat up women – while
women see it as an inevitable part of their destiny. Scenes
where women are physically, verbally and emotionally
abused or neglected by husbands and in-laws are seldom, if
ever, condemned in the narrative of these dramas and the
plight of women appears to elicit little or no sympathy from
the mostly-male media producers, general managers and
owners/directors.

message, which is alarming because the medium is
essentially family-oriented, consumed by the entire family
on a regular basis. Often, the women of the household have

Problematic portrayals reinforce stereotypes, support
patriarchal mind-sets and negate the basic human rights
of women; that is, the right to choose, the right to express
themselves freely, the right to acquire education and pursue
knowledge etc.
In Pakistan, where a vast majority of the audience cannot
read and write, the airing of such content on national
television does even greater damage. The broadcast media
is consumed by everyone, from the completely illiterate to
those who cannot afford the luxury of reading material and
have no access to libraries. Thus, for a large chunk of the
populous, television shapes their view of the world, and
pays a major part in the socialisation of men and women,
helping them properly contextualise their place in an
otherwise closed and guarded society.
Dramas and series are supposed to tell the audience
how things should be, how they can be, and wherever
problematic portrayals of women are noted, there is very
little in the way of a counter-narrative, which would offer
viewers an ideal to aspire to.
As a consequence, hardly any dramas on TV have a positive
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to silently sit through the onscreen denigration of their
gender – the message this sends is that if any woman fails
to comply with the demands of ‘her man’ or even society
at large, they will be reviled and spurned by everyone she
knows.
Which each misogynistic line of dialogue, each overly
exaggerated slap, the message that is registered in the
minds of viewers is that domestic violence is perfectly
commonplace.
Back in the early days of Pakistani television, things were
very different. Although it is often said that hindsight is
20-20, most people associated with the media industry

acknowledge that the long plays, telefilms and series of
the 1970s and 1980s not only had strong plotlines and
featured stronger female characters, but were more womencentric. Despite being in its infancy, the quality of media
content produced around the early days of television in the
country was superior, even though production values left
much to be desired, owing to a lack of technical equipment
in expertise. The shows that are aired should be revisited,
as they provide a viable blueprint for the kind of material
entertainment channels should be running today.
Radio, which also formed a large part of Uks’ media
monitoring, was found to be the most under-utilised
medium. Indeed, there is great potential to communicate
essential information to the public if this tool is used
effectively, especially in view of the low literacy that
prevents good reading habits. Radio can be of particular
significance in informing and educating women, many of
whom are home-makers and listen to the radio while they
go about their chores. Night-time transmissions can also
reach a wider audience, especially young people.
Pakistan has come a long way from the days of Radio
Pakistan being the sole channel operated by the
government-owned Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation; there
are now over 100 FM stations throughout the country, and
dozens of campus radios. However, they remain focused
on music and light entertainment, with a few random
discussion programmes thrown in for good measure. But
the power of the airwaves can be gauged from the success
Mullah Fazlullah (also referred to as Mullah Radio) had with
an illegal FM radio channel that propagated his own brand
of religion to the people of Swat. His focus on preaching,

especially to women, managed to convince a large portion
of the populace to support his ideology, paving the way for
a Taliban takeover of the scenic valley.
If extremists can use illegal radio transmitters, famously
mounted on the back of a motorbike, it is a mystery why
legal, licensed FM stations cannot tap the same potential
audience and address women’s issues in Pakistan by giving
them a voice and informing them of their rights.
As mentioned earlier, Uks has included the advertising
industry in its monitoring and analysis efforts. Years of
research lead to the conclusion that most advertisements
reinforce stereotypes such as, girls aspire to marriage
while boys pursue higher studies and professions/careers,
or encourage negative traditions such as dowry being
obligatory for daughters, a daughter-in-law’s virtue being
dependent on her cooking skills etc. No doubt, there have
been a very few ads that reflect an understanding of gender
sensitivity issues, and there is a long way to go. Media
products, including advertisements, should aim to portray
women as intelligent, hardworking, productive individuals
because that is what they are in the real world.
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PAKISTAN ON THE MAP: INCLUSION IN THE GLOBAL MEDIA MONITORING PROJECT
I don’t recall the exact year when I first came across a newsletter by the World Association
for Christian Communication (WACC) and was impressed by their work on media monitoring
and content analysis, which remarkably resembled what Uks had been doing for several
years. However, it saddened me to note that Pakistan was absent from their Global Media
Monitoring Project (GMMP).
I was of the firm opinion that Pakistan, with its vibrant print media and emerging electronic
media, deserved to be part of the report. I made several attempts to establish contact with
the office-bearers of the organisation, but was unable to get through. It was finally in 2004,
through persistent emailing, that I finally made contact with someone who told me that
though Pakistan was supposed to participate in the 2005 GMMP, the local partner engaged to
compile the required data has lost all their work in a computer crash.
After this setback, Pakistan remained absent from the global report for another four years.
But I was not going to be put off that easily, and through sheer dogged determination, I was
able to convince Dr Sarah Macharia to persuade the WACC to include Pakistan in their media
monitoring project in 2009. I was invited to Cairo to be part of a training exercise for the
lead researchers from several participating countries. To be able to discuss and design the
key areas for the 2010 GMMP was one of the seminal learning experiences of my professional
life.
Uks has been WACC’s partner for GMMP since then.
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Uks has regularly and meticulously documented its
extensive media monitoring and content analysis
work, regularly releasing analytical reports that
examine certain aspects of the media coverage, as well
as our observations.
For example, in Changing Images, a 2001 study of the
national print media on the portrayal of women, an
in-depth analysis of specific categories of news items
was conducted for the first time in Pakistan in a bid
to analyse the portrayal of gender issues in the print
media.
More Women in News & Views was the result of a
month-long research project that qualitatively and
quantitatively analysed print and electronic media
coverage of women-related news. The sample included
14 publications (dailies, weeklies and monthlies) from
print, five radio stations and seven TV news channels.
Uks has also worked extensively on HIV/AIDS In
1998, we published AIDS, Hum aur Aap, or ‘AIDS
and Us’, a guide for the media on how to cover the
many aspects of this deadly disease. That was a time
when the words HIV/AIDS were considered taboo in
Pakistan. The guide was compiled to create awareness
and sensitise journalists, the majority of whom were
absolutely unaware of what some of the technical
terms actually meant. Strangely, while many sections
of the media in Pakistan have no qualms selling and
objectifying women in a sexual manner, there is a

pervasive reluctance to highlight issues associated
with sexual habits, such as HIV/AIDS, sexual
harassment, prostitution, slave trafficking etc. on the
pretext of obscenity.
Another report, the Media Resource Book on HIV and
AIDS, was made possible by three years of monitoring
coverage of HIV/AIDS in the Pakistani media and
using the data for training and sensitising media
workers on how to better cover the issue.
In 2011, Uks compiled Covering Crime: How Pakistani
Media Reports on Rape Cases, a report that looked
at how rape was covered by the media. It plainly
noted how the media callously treats women victims/
survivors of violence, injustice and brutal crimes.
Various case studies were discussed to highlight
the manner of media reporting on rape crimes, with
coverage in print and electronic media being analysed.
To date, we consider Who’s Telling our Story? one
of the most comprehensive media monitoring and
content analysis reports ever created. Carried out
thrice over two years as part of a project activity,
the study spanned the portrayal of women in 14
publications, eight television channels, and two radio
stations.
Uks has also used media monitoring in nearly all its
research, making it the foundation on which we have
built our research, training or advocacy programmes.
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It has helped us develop a better understanding
of how the media’s characteristics can be analysed
through its content, as well as the various frames
and tropes that it churns out on a regular basis.
The monitoring exercise has also been invaluable
in shaping our studies of images of women that
are published in the media, as well analyses of the
language used by media outlets to recount their
stories.
But while we stand in vigil, Uks would like to call on
you, the audience to play a proactive role and reject
the overly misogynistic mind set reflected in TV
dramas, which is trying to push women back into the
dark ages. Consuming media content is not enough;
understanding its nuances examining its undertones
and being conscious of the way it is degenerating
in quality is necessary. Thinking individuals in the
media and among the public who consume this
content must act now to persuade producers, editors,
and copywriters and media owners to refrain from
portraying women and their place in society in a
negative light. There are many ways to convey this
sentiment: write to the channel in the question,
approach the relevant department, email the relevant
regulatory body, or of all else fails, simply refuse to
watch such content.
Mind-sets can be changed, if only the audience is on
board and ready to affect the kind of change that is
needed, rather than playing the part of the passive
recipient of obnoxious material.

Changing the Media
Mindset: Then And Now

Changing the Media Mindset: Then And Now
Denial, disbelief, mockery, suspicion, with a dash
of understanding here and there, was how the
newspapers I visited received my work soon after Uks
was launched under the tag line “Empowering Women
in and through the Media’, I initiated one of my
earliest personal interactions with the media to share
my discomfort and concerns at the continued negative,
sensational and derogatory portrayal of women in
the newspapers. I tried to reach out to the editors,
bureau chiefs, newsroom and reporting staff—mostly
all male—and take up the case of gender sensitivity
in the media. I wanted to make them realize that
what they were doing—at times unthinkingly and
unintentionally—was seriously harming women’s
status and development, as the news content, its
treatment and display were continually re-creating
and reinforcing the existing bias against women.
Backing my thesis with hard proof in the form of press
clippings cut out daily, so painstakingly, from almost
14 national newspapers in Urdu and English, I was
approaching the editors and bureau chiefs of these
newspapers in the hope that they would open their
minds to the gross injustice being done to womankind
as a whole, and particularly to the women of Pakistan,
to their dignity and worth, through the stereotypical
and biased language used when referring to them in
our newspapers.
People have often asked me about the biggest
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challenge I faced while interacting with the media in
connection with my work. Although I can’t single out
just one particular instance, I think one of the most
difficult things has been to enthuse people in general,
and media people in particular, to fully focus on the
ways language, stereotyping, and gender insensitivity
in the media ultimately affect, not just women, but
each and every one of us. Women are as much a part
of the social fabric as men. When they are maligned,
thought of as less important, their status diminished,
they cannot contribute as fully and positively than
when they are allowed equal opportunity and equal
respect to men. Each time I read or heard a biased,
blind or sexist caption, story, headline etc. whether in
print or on television, it took a lot of courage to take
up the issue with the relevant media persons.
Initially, in the late 90’s and early 2000’s, the worst
cases were found in stories on crime and show
business in which women were treated as objects
and language alluding to them was filthy and highly
derogatory. I realised that It was (and still is) men
who decide what news, views and visuals will be heard,
read and seen by audiences. The male domination of
our newsrooms was not an easy thing to deal with.
However, I am fortunate to have had firm support for
my work from several friends. Among them was the
late Ayesha Haroon, the then resident editor of The

Nation. I will always remember her for one quote that
acted as a invaluable guideline for Uks, “you cannot
change every body or the entire media. So select a
few to begin with, and work rigorously with them.”
This would be the core pressure group of media/
newspaper people. Sensitise them to a level where
they start to follow the guidelines. Others, again, not
all, will follow. I worked on this strategy and what
Ayesha had predicted did happen. Even the trashy
newspapers began to demonstrate some level of
sensitivity. For example, headlines such as ‘an unwed
mother abandons a newly born’ were replaced by ‘body
of new-born found abandoned’. This change took over
ten years of intense persuasion and pressure to look at
every story with a balanced perspective. In this case,
the news desk would need to consider that it takes
a man and a woman to create a child, so why does
the media malign the mother with no thought of the
father’s role in the baby’s life.
My interest in HIV/AIDS that goes back to the early
1990s has been very evident in Uks’ work. Other
than the medical research, I was very interested in
improving the quality of reporting on this pandemic.
After the initial silence and denial around this topic
in Pakistan, from 1994 onwards, under pressure from
global quarters such as WHO, UNAIDS etc., the silence
slowly started to break. In a year or so, it became part
of the national agenda. Cases of HIV positive were

being reported. In one such report, a man diagnosed
as HIV positive was thrown out of his home, with his
family, by a local mob. The entire family had to flee
to a distant area. Generally, shame, scorn, sin and all
things negative attached to HIV/AIDS, but there was
little public knowledge of the several ways in which
the virus could be transferred from one person to
another. Unfortunately, the only source of infection
to have caught the media’s attention was through
sexual activity. With this were attached issues of piety
and how a Muslim man could not possibly be infected
unless he visited a female sex worker. Other myths
on the virus abounded, with most of the media quite
ignorant of the realities concerning HIV/AIDS and how
it should be reported.
Therefore, the on-desk consultations, training
workshops and informal discussions conducted by Uks
also focused on how to improve reportage on HIV/
AIDS factually and in a humane manner, and also
through the lens of gender. We came across many
hurdles, mental barriers and attitudinal problems. One
very stark aspect was the hypocritical stance adopted
by the media which had no problem highlighting
women’s physical and sexual features but seemed
quite reluctant to bring forward issues where the focus
was on men, such as HIV/AIDS, sexual harassment,
the sex trade, trafficking etc. on the pretext that
coverage of these topics would be obscene! Being
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among the pioneer trainers of media on how to report
on HIV/AIDS, I particularly recall the innumerable
instances when I had to forcefully overcome the
trainees’ hesitation to report on this topic because
they believed it would ‘spread vulgarity’.
I trained hundreds of Pakistani journalists on HIV/
AIDS. I would prepare my presentations with utmost
care, weighing and judging every word, every slide. I
knew I was up against an audience that was mostly
male, highly judgmental and not likely to continue
if the discussion made them uncomfortable. Some
aspects of the training provided information that the
trainees were personally interested in, as it impacted
their lives. For example, at a training in Sukkur with
a cross section of media, including many from the
near-by towns, their hypocritical attitudes were
revealed when they created an uproar to prevent our
communication expert, also a medical doctor, from
speaking when he touched upon the advantages
of using a condom in the right manner. They said
they did not want to discuss any ‘indecent’ topic in
the presence of women, the two district reporters.
The doctor stopped and started to discuss other
related issues. During the tea break, I saw the doctor
surrounded by the entire group of male trainees. I was
a little concerned, so I asked him later if everything
was alright. He laughed and said, ‘each one of them
wanted to know the right and safe methods of using a
condom.’
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Dispelling myths was not easy, and neither was
changing the perception that an HIV+ person would
be easily recognizable as he or she would somehow
look different from other ‘normal and healthy’ people.
I decided to try and change this as well. At a media
workshop in Islamabad, around 2001 or 2002, I invited
Nazir Masih, one of the few people who had come
forward as HIV Positive. I had briefed him earlier, and
told him that when introduced, he would only provide
his name and no other information. This he did. The
discussion began, with most of the media convinced
that a person diagnosed as HIV Positive would be very
easy to identify. During the tea break, Nazir mingled
with other participants, shaking hands etc. When the
second half of the session began, I asked everyone
to introduce themselves again. This time Nazir Masih
told them he was HIV Positive. I cannot forget the
shocked faces, accompanied by actual shrieks. They
were all stupefied, but calmed down and realized it
was to their advantage. They had seen that Nazir
Masih appeared as ‘normal and healthy’ as anyone. Not
to mention that the coverage of this consultation was
very positive and encouraging.
At a workshop in Lahore, despite my drumming in that
reporting on AIDS is not essentially about numbers,
the next day’s newspapers published headlines
claiming, “Punjab beats other provinces’ (Punjab
sar-e-fahrist raha) as according to a medical bulletin,
highest number of HIV/AIDS cases were found in

Punjab. Apparently, they did not realize that this is
not something to be proud about.
There were several issues that were difficult to
discuss given the overall mind-set in the media. For
example, women sex workers, who were referred to
in newspapers as ‘immoral, lowly creatures, selling
their bodies, inviting sin’ (bud kirdar aurat, aubash
aurat, jism farosh, dawat-e-gunnah daini wali).
I took it upon myself to plead the case of these
women whenever the topic came under discussion at
workshops, by pointing out that it was not right to
malign these women and not consider the men who
bought their services. Who were these men, why did
they visit these ‘lowly’ women to buy sex, and why
were they not called sinners as well? Surely, if there
were no buyers, there would be no such women.

The only reason prostitution is such a flourishing
business is because there is a huge market, of men,
who demand it. How the media conceived sin was also
muddled as many journalists would argue that it was
acceptable for men to indulge in the vices such as
drinking, smoking, extra-marital sex etc., but women
must ensure they refrain from all such behaviour. It
is this kind of two-faced behaviour that leads to the
photograph of a well-known woman being published
with the caption ‘Ms…. smoking a cigarette’, as if
this was a major sensation or crime. Surely, a sin is
unacceptable when committed by men or by women.
Equally difficult was making the media understand the
harm done by the slant they give to stories of violence
against women. Especially in stories of rape, where
the woman is invariably blamed for the crime. There is
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a clear negative bias against women in such reports,
which work to reinforce the existing unsupportive
attitude within society towards rape victims/survivors.
The standard reaction to rape continues to be that of
accusation.
I conducted workshops and held on-desk consultations
across Pakistan, taking up the myriad issues
surrounding sensational and insensitive reporting,
how to bring in the human and gender angles and
how to refrain from reinforcing stereotypes. At Uks’
20th anniversary celebration, Fauzia Shahid, formerly
chief reporter for the Urdu daily, Pakistan remarked,
“I remember that in our first venture together, I asked
Tasneem to focus on women at news desks rather than
reporters. Our seniors always said that those working
on news desks get frustrated since they are restricted
to their desks and don’t work in the field, but the
final output comes from them. And, when Tasneem
presented issues of gender-sensitivity in the media
at a meeting with editors and sub-editors they had
‘meaningful smirks’ on their faces throughout the
talk, even the [better] educated ones! Hats off to
Tasneem and her team of young women who carried on
for an hour and a half at the daily Pakistan. We have
since then observed change because Tasneem worked
with endurance. I have no qualms in stating that
Uks was the only NGO, as I was the president RIUJ
(Rawalpindi/Islamabad Union of Journalists) and later
Secretary General PFUJ (Pakistan Federal Union of
Journalists), that we took seriously and felt honoured
to work with.”
Such was the environment when Uks and I started the
work. It wasn’t easy to talk about gender issues.
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One of the factors that led to Uks using media
monitoring and analysis was observing the people
reading the newspapers and then their behaviour
towards women. I remember sometimes watching
the guard outside my house, reading the newspaper
to his male friends. Too often they would laugh and
joke and then stare at a woman passing down the
street. Since the newspaper would be borrowed from
my house, I knew what story they were reading,
what they were laughing about. These were mostly
stories on rape and other sexual crimes, or scandalous
reporting on women in show business. Too often the
sensational headlines would cause laughter. There
were many such headlines, but one that I use as an
example of creativity was, “mistri eenten dhota raha,
aubash biwi plaster kar giya’. What an innovative
manner of saying that a neighbour sexually assaulted
the wife of a mason who was away at work. The
ingenuity of the person who used the word “plaster”
to express the rape of a woman is apparent, but the
base connotation is a clear example of how a painful
assault on a woman is made a laughing matter.
My frequent interaction with the media highlighted an
important factor in the anti-women reportage: women
were missing from the top tiers of almost all media
organisations, partly because most of them left their
jobs after marriage, but also due to a variety of factors
from the lack of separate toilets to transport problems
after the night shift. Most newsrooms were totally
all male. In others, there would be a few women at
the desk, and very few reporters. At a newsroom in
Peshawar, I saw two young women sitting at desks
that faced the wall, as if in punishment. I asked the
news editor why they were seated in this manner. He

said it was to protect the girls from ‘other people’
(men?). I then requested the editor to permit the two
women to join the group for the discussion, which
was allowed. The two turned out to be not only very
bright, but also full of new ideas that they wanted to
put into their work.
Another aspect of my work has been to improve the
content of the women’s magazines which invariably
have full size photographs of ‘glamourous/pretty’
women on the cover page thus reducing them to
an object, a commodity. The inner pages of these
magazines focus heavily on domestic skills for women
as if it is the duty (and fate) of all women to be cooks,
tailor, and housekeepers, ensuring they look beautiful
at all times. Women’s innate intellectual qualities are
never mentioned, let alone highlighted. I took this
issue up with many media houses, persuading them
that this kind of content and coverage minimized the
abilities of women as equal partners in development
instead of enhancing women’s status. In doing so, I
won the support of a few male media managers who
understood my message, and went out of their way
to support Uks and our work. One man, Inam, who
worked in a mainstream daily Urdu newspaper in
Peshawar, convinced his news editor to try bringing
out their Sunday magazine without a woman on its
cover. He was given a few weeks to prove himselfwith an understanding that if there was a drop in the
newspaper’s circulation, then his ‘adventure’ would
be curtailed. Although Inam proved he was right,
the circulation did not drop when substance rather
than women’s faces were pictured on the front page,

unfortunately the ‘powers that be’ forced a return to
the routine of putting women on the cover. Inam had
been sensitized and convinced that the media needs
to alter the way in which it usually portrays women,
but he was ridiculed by his co-workers so he eventually
gave up his activism at the newspaper, but continued
with it in his own work.
Reflecting the everyday reality of Pakistani women in
the nation’s media is part of Uks’ mission. Over the
years I have taken up so many issues, fought on so
many different fronts. Rape is a critical social issue
so I urge my fellow journalists to write about it as
an issue, not as an incident to report only when a
story breaks. To the Urdu press, my message is to
adopt the word ‘rape’ just as they have appropriated
words like television, telephone etc. into the Urdu
language. Although some journalists have begun to
use the word ‘rape’ when describing such an assault,
most continue to use honour-based words that have
a completely different connotation. Another topic
that needs more media focus is coverage of local and
national sportswomen, which is presently minimal as
compared to content on sportsmen. And of course,
I have collected endless examples to dispel the myth
that women are the weaker sex and shared them with
the media in the hope that they would see women as
they really are, as intelligent, courageous, and hardy
as men.
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REMEMBERING NINA AZIZ

In 1998, a young woman, Nina, was murdered in Islamabad, and her headless body was found in the
basement of her house where she had lived alone. It was late September and I was conducting Uks’
first workshop on Gender Sensitisation of Media on portrayal of women. This news was also briefly
discussed during the workshop, and I was deeply shocked to see how some male journalists actually blamed the young woman for choosing to live independently. They felt Nina Aziz was to blame
for her own death; their premise was that she would not have been assaulted if she had lived alone
in the house. As the days went by, I saw the worst example of sensational reporting. A lovely young
woman, well-educated, a multi-linguist, who worked for a multinational company and chose to live
independently, was brutally murdered and all the media could report or discuss was her personal life.
She was accused of everything that is considered taboo for women in our society. It seemed that the
media was not willing to forgive this woman who had, in their eyes, committed the crime of defying
values and norms set by Pakistan’s patriarchal, traditional and conservative society.
The reporting of this gruesome murder was really awful. But, alas! This was not all. It was almost a
week later when her head was found from a nearby green belt. All Urdu and English language newspapers except the daily Dawn, published the picture of her head resting on a hospital stretcher. One
newspaper, in a bid to sell a few more copies, published a colour photograph in two columns. The
callous reporting of her murder led to Nina’s father writing a letter to the media about the ruthless
manner in which they had put his dead daughter on trial, knowing that she couldn’t defend herself.
He very painfully thanked the media for the way they had reported on this tragic incident. Only a
few newspapers printed the letter, most did not. Two decades on, in this era of unleashed TV news
channels, I shudder at the thought of how that story would have been reported, and the damage, the
mental torture the media would have inflicted on Nina’s family. The most heart-breaking news story
is broadcast accompanied by background music, songs, crudely phrased tickers, and breaking news
flashes.
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Deeply distressed by the coverage of this truly tragic incident, I decided to make it a mission to
take up Nina’s case at every gender and media training held by Uks. I wanted the media, print media
at the time, to remember the ugliness, the heartlessness, the sheer inhumanity reflected in their
reportage. The reaction was astounding. I was labelled a ‘western’ agent and accused of promoting
a ‘shameful’ way of life for women. Some journalists would lash out at me, and try to disrupt the
workshop session/s, but I continued because among so many, there were a few who agreed with me,
realizing that the media must report on women and women’s issues sensitively. One of the participants at a workshop in Karachi did a story in The Herald, an English language political magazine, on
the role of media in putting a dead woman on trial. In 2007, Uks moved its Islamabad office to a
house in F-8/4, the very house where Nina had lived and died. This we found out at the office warming party when someone mentioned that Nina had been murdered in this house. I had to convince
our staff that nothing would happen here. A dead woman who could not defend herself from the onslaught of the media could do us no harm. Sitting in my room in that office I often used to wonder
if Nina knew there was someone who has been fighting her case since the day her life ended. Later,
Uks had to move out of that house due to evacuation of all offices from residential areas. However, I
have continued to discuss Nina’s posthumous trial in the media at every training session I conduct. I
know I can never lessen the grief and sorrow that the news reports brought upon Nina’s family, but I
will keep trying my best not to let media’s insensitivity and gender biases, as exemplified in Nina’s
story, go unnoticed.
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Moving Ahead

Moving Ahead
The October 2005 earthquake made headlines
throughout the world and gained Pakistan media
attention and sympathy. Covering this major disaster
was a challenge for the media in Pakistan, especially
the local television channels that had emerged in
2002, and had little expertise in this kind of reporting.
Live coverage of a catastrophe of such mammoth
proportions was a new experience and required a
measure of sobriety, balance, and sensitivity.
Uks monitored the media over a period of time when
reporting on various issues connected with the
disaster continued on a regular basis. We looked at
all aspects of the coverage and tried to address the
insensitivity and other lapses apparent in the reports.
Many of the reports had been sensationalized, for
example, camerapersons and reporters showed pictures
of the limbs of the dead, even the last moments of a
dying woman buried under rubble were captured on
film and transmitted live. This kind of reporting posed
a big question regarding the human values of the
concerned reporters and camerapersons, as also of the
media houses they represented who had apparently not
provided any guidelines.
Another anomaly highlighted through our monitoring
activity was the absence of women in many of
the news reports. The reporting itself was very
stereotypical. With it came the question: would the
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situation have been different if there were more
women in the media? There seemed to be an obvious
connection between women reporters and news reports
on women. In many areas of Pakistan, especially
the rural, tribal and feudal areas, only women are
allowed to speak to the women of the village. As
most, if not all camerapersons were male, they had
no access to the women who had been affected by
the earthquake. It was clear that the lack of women
in media was an obstacle when reporting on events
where women as well as men were affected. Thus Uks
began a series of workshops and consultations on what
was missing in the media reports of the earthquake.
There was a clear focus on two elements: We needed
more women in the media, and we needed to look
through the lens of gender when preparing reports on
disasters. Media trainings were complemented with
Uks’ radio productions on how to produce issue-based
programmes. Uks arranged for on-location trainings,
taking journalists from areas that had not witnessed
this disaster to many of the earthquake-hit areas, from
Balakot to Allai, to see first-hand the kind of stories
that could and should be brought out of the disaster
when seen through a gender lens. Uks arranged for
discussions with national and international journalists
on disaster reporting. I was very keen to change the
stereotypical depiction of women as victims, helpless
and weak creatures, always wailing and crying. I tried
to convince the media to bring in the true faces of

Pakistani women, the brave, resilient and courageous
women.
The earthquake reporting also brought forward issues of
masculinity. Men don’t cry. It was Amir Ahmed Khan of
the BBC who told the participants of one such workshop
on gender-sensitive disaster reporting. “I cried in front
of a group of men, so that they too could off-load their
emotions”.
I have myself always stressed on this fact that men
wouldn’t have had tear ducts in their eyes, if they were
not meant to function.
From 2005 onwards a new change has been perceived.
The media in Pakistan is now becoming a very powerful
but unguided tool. Scores of young people have been
hired as anchors and presenters, at hefty packages,
and thrown before the camera without much training,
resulting in the emergence of breaking news, tickers
and beepers syndrome. These new ‘shining stars’ are not
interested in listening to anyone who tries to inject
true journalistic guidelines as they seem to believe their
popularity lies in grandstanding tactics.
I have personally, and through my work in Uks, lobbied
and advocated Affirmative Action in newsrooms for
two decades. With the 24/7 news channels, I got the
opportunity to discuss with a cross-section of bureau
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chiefs and news editors how to make newsrooms more
women-friendly. Almost all were very supportive and
allowed access to women colleagues to ascertain
working conditions. I conveyed the feedback to them
hoping that some of the issues would be addressed.
Surprisingly, many of the media bosses showed little
awareness of the importance of basic necessities such
as separate toilets for women.
We have worked extensively with state-owned and
private radio channels as well as television and the
press. We have held dozens of trainings for FM radio
producers and hosts to learn and share experiences
on how radio can be used for awareness raising on
current issues, especially peace building. In one
such initiative, trainings and networking were geared
towards “National Radio Partnership for Peace” to
raise the profile of FM radio stations in Pakistan and
build the capacity of FM radio stations in Balochistan,
Federally Administered Tribal Areas, Gilgit-Baltistan,
Islamabad, Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, Punjab, Sindh and
Azad Jammu & Kashmir. The initiative also aimed at
offering a major platform for the FM radio stations
across Pakistan to highlight their important role in
building peaceful and prosperous local communities.
We tried to include women in each and every type
of reporting and media coverage. From economic
reporting to that of energy and from politics to show
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business. Often we have used a two-pronged approach
of preparing female journalists for better reporting
and their interaction with experts of the field. We
have tried to emphasise that stories on the national
and provincial budgets also need women’s perspectives
as well as presence.
After the 2013 election results, one of the first news
packages produced by a TV channel was on ‘how
women parliamentarians had dressed up for their first
day in the assembly. Everything from their designer
clothes to imported handbags and shoes to their
make-up and accessories was discussed. What was
not considered important or worth any mention in
the report were the aspirations and dreams of these
newly elected women. Disgusted by this absolutely
biased and misogynistic manner of reporting, Uks
organized a one-day national conference in Islamabad
in which over two dozen women politicians and
leaders were invited along with some prominent media
personnel and members of civil society organizations
to engage in a discourse about media’s role in
empowering women politicians. Uks shared its own
media monitoring and content analysis to begin the
debate, focusing on the fact that these packages
were a glaring example of “missed opportunities or
gender blind” stories. These could have been made
powerful in content by shedding light on the women’s
perspective and including official quotes from women

on what they planned to achieve in the next five
years, but failed to do so. The conference identified
gaps in the women-media relationship and helped in
building linkages and developing partnerships between
media and women politicians. The conference was also
useful in initiating a dialogue with media on how to
promote gender sensitive reporting on women and
politics and elections to strengthen democracy. Women
politicians and leaders shared their experiences of
the political arena and commented on media’s role
in empowering women in politics. The media was
asked tough questions on why they did not avail this
wonderful opportunity of telling the whole nation how
many women had entered the parliament as aspiring
leaders. Instead all they could enhance was the same
stereotypical and sexist images. Unfortunately, the
young woman who had prepared this package left the
hall as soon as Uks presented clips of her news report.
The channel that initiated this report is known to be
a pioneer in sensational and frivolous reporting, but it
manages to get high ratings so apparently this is why
other TV channels follow this pattern of reporting.
Ironically, at the conference as well as any other
time this particular package has been brought to the
discussion table, those responsible for it continue to
defend this particular manner of reporting by calling
it the ‘lighter’ side of the story. This just goes to show
that they are not willing to take women seriously, and
view them as entertainment.

These and many other factors often dampen my
spirits and I feel that it is getting even harder to
get through to people. Contradictory and conflicting
forces are pushing the media in Pakistan. Religious
fundamentalists want to keep women unseen and
unheard, and liberal civil society wants to empower
them to be equal partners in national development.
But the biggest challenge is to beat the rating game
and growing commercial interests of the 24/7 news
channels. Added to this is the challenge posed by
the majorly regressive, conservative and downright
patriarchal discourse being promoted by the ever
increasing entertainment channels, and we have a
long hard struggle ahead.
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Fact Sheet on Gender Equality in Media Houses
In our twenty years of interaction with the media,
Uks and I have realised that to have more women
enter the field and take it up as a long-term, or even
a lifelong profession, it entirely depends on how
sensitive and aware media houses and organisations
are to gender-related matters.
One of the findings our research into gender-equal
media showed that a gender policy put down in
writing would result in greater gender balance, but the
majority of media houses, large and small, mainstream
and regional, are far from achieving gender-equality in
any real sense. The few organisations, that do attempt
to follow effective equal-opportunity policies, do not
have them written down, and they are unilaterally
defined by management.
There seems to be little understanding of - or
resistance to - the fact that better working conditions
could significantly boost the number of women
in the field. Almost all media houses lack formal
affirmative action policies, or workers committees
that protect rights and redress grievances, even
if some organisations practice affirmative action
informally. For instance, some may state when placing
a job advertisement: ‘This is an equal opportunity
organisation, blatant preference will be given to
women’.
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Few media houses formally state their policies on
gender balance in decision making, and many areas
of concern - equal pay, or equal opportunities and
facilities - appear to be ‘classified’ information.
In all of Uks’ research, the hardest part has been
ascertaining accurate and current data on these
aspects of management. Even when we approached the
upper echelons of management, no one was willing to
provide the required information.
In addition, media organisations do not provide inhouse gender training for reporting and editorial staff.
Uks has conducted on-desk consultations at many
media houses on gender sensitisation in content, and
on increasing the number of women in the media.
Uks has published reports on gender training for the
media, and conducted qualitative and quantitative
research into media organisations, to establish where
people were located according to gender, skill and
job description and get a picture of attitudes and
awareness around key issues like promotions, equity in
the workplace, equal pay structures and so on.
Based on a number of desk and field research, it can
safely be said that effective equal opportunity policies
with comprehensive implementation measures, targets,
timelines and monitoring mechanisms are only present

in select few media houses.
Written policies on equal opportunity are not
developed within media houses in a cooperative
manner or with endorsement from staff. Despite
continued lobbying by Uks for a gender desk or gender
mainstreaming officer(s) to monitor and evaluate
gender equality in the workplace, progress is very,
very slow. One television channel, Geo, has a desk on
gender sensitivity in the news and newsroom, while
others, such as Dawn, do not have a formal desk but
do look into those matters through a designated
individual. Another newspaper, Express Tribune, has an
unwritten gender equality policy.
That traditions and culture hinder women’s learning
process and professional growth, is a fact. In the
media, although a lot of training takes place on the
job, I have often found that women feel left out. Their
male colleagues are able to learn faster, because they
can sit with senior male colleagues and learn things
over a cup of tea without any cultural barriers in their
way.
We have found that long and unpredictable hours do
carry a social stigma for women, and this makes it
difficult for women to cover ‘hard’ beats, which require
them to work odd hours and at times include a lot of
travel.
A lack of facilities and unfriendly environments
discourage women. Unfavourable conditions, such as
improper seating arrangements, a lack of women’s

toilets and a lack of transportation make women
uncomfortable in the workplace and make them
reluctant to work in media houses.
Working mothers have expressed concern about the
lack of day-care centres in their workplace, such as
the woman at a radio station, who was worried about
her four year old’s well-being at a day-care centre, and
emphasised the need for one at her workplace.
A woman working at a television station voiced the
same concerns, saying, “I have to leave my ten-month
old son with my neighbours because I cannot afford
to put him in a day-care centre. This causes two kinds
of stress: one, I am worried about whether he is being
looked after, fed on time, etc., and then, if I am
somehow late, my worries are compounded because
my neighbour’s husband is back in the evening and
doesn’t approve of her taking on this responsibility. I
feel strongly that there should be a day-care centre at
your place of work.”
There are other issues as well. A women working at
a television channel explained the need for separate
transport for women, saying, “Women working in
media should be facilitated in a way that people
should not raise fingers at them. There should be a
separate van just for women, because when people
see men and women together in a van at midnight,
they assure something indecent is going on. A little
facilitation should be provided to women according to
our cultural norms.”
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Real-life issues don’t come out without a regular
dialogue with women workers. At one of my
consultations, a woman working at a radio station
remarked, “One of the barriers for me was the time
bar at my hostel. In those days, my organisation
had given a written notice for late sittings, but the
principal of the hostel did not allow me to reach any
later than 8:00 pm, after which they locked the hostel
gate. I asked the management for transport, but my
voice was not heard. The same hardships persist today,
there has been no change.”
Even today, few media organisations have policies
for long enough paid maternity and paternity leave.
Very few offer quality crèche or childcare and support
facilities for all their staff.
Trade unions can play an important part in securing
justice for workers, but most media houses are against
the presence of unions in their organisations. Where
there are unions, they do not pay attention to issues
of gender equality or inequality.
Promotions, terminations, hiring and firing are
inevitably carried out informally by bosses, and while
equal wages and promotion rates for women and men
are performance-based in a few ethically professional
organisations, they are otherwise dependent on
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the personal preferences of bosses. There is also no
practice of periodic reviews and reporting on actions
to ensure gender balance at the decision making level,
and neither is this mandatory.
Many media houses are family businesses, so
the proportion of women in ownership, business
management and board positions has somewhat
improved, with women serving as the chairpersons
or CEOs of two of the big media houses. But the
percentage of women holding leadership positions
within the media - editors-in-chief, editors, heads of
departments or heads of desks - is still comparatively
small.
Other than Uks’ research (IWMF 2010, IJF 2015,
UNESCO 2016), no studies have been conducted on the
proportion of women and men in the media and the
quality of their working environments.
It is also a fact that women are excluded from top
positions in many Pakistani media houses. Since the
top management in most media houses consists of
men, and does not recognise the rights of women, this
contributes greatly to the fact that women are unable
to rise to the top.
Despite the difficulty in finding adequate data on

the ratio of women and men in Pakistani media, it is
safe to say that there are fewer women in the field
than men. The gender division of news beats is also
biased at many outlets to favour men. Women who are
equally competent for ‘hard’ issues, such politics, the
economy and sport, are kept away on the pretext of
their gender.
Media houses do not have formal structures to
advise and support their members in cases of gender
inequality in the workplace, or to provide legal or
other mechanisms to defend against discrimination.
Since there are no formal or written guidelines, or a
formal body, there is no transparent mechanism to
receive recommendations on gender equality.
There are also no regular consultative meetings in
media organisations to raise awareness on gender
equality in the workplace. Having said that, most
media bosses have been quite open and willing to
listen to gender experts talk about these issues
whenever Uks has reached out, but while they are
willing to listen to why the media needs gender
equality guidelines, they perhaps find it difficult to
adopt and promote such policies, codes of conduct or
ethics, style-books/sheets and other tools that would
help determine the extent of gender sensitivity at an
organisation.

Sexual Harassment at Workplace
Pakistan has powerful legislation on workplace sexual
harassment that every organisation - not just the
media - is required to display in the office. Despite
this, most media houses and staff appear to be
ignorant of the law, or flout it openly. Women still
face harassment, and find - with few exceptions - that
there are no measures or mechanisms in place for
them to be heard or for redressal.
Sexual harassment is a very serious concern. The topic
is not well understood in Pakistan’s media houses,
mainly due to a lack of awareness and sensitivity
towards gender issues. Sexual or workplace harassment
is one of the strongest reasons for women not entering
the job market, or leaving soon after.
Since it is a sensitive matter that is considered taboo
in Pakistan’s conservative society, women generally
do not speak up, and quit, knowing they are unlikely
to find support in their favour. The few women who
have complained have had immense difficulty getting
justice.
There are so many complaints and experiences I can
recollect that have been shared by women working
in various media outlets in Pakistan, all shared in
behind-closed-door meetings aimed at breaking the
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silence around the issue.
It was only me and them, no one from their
organisations, after which they were able to have
heart-to-heart. All of them wanted their stories to
come out, but they all wanted to remain anonymous.
A woman employed at a television channel said:
“I would like to mention here that our senior male
colleagues always humiliate us. They don’t criticise us
in order to correct us, but only to discourage us.”
A woman from a radio station explained that without
proper seating arrangements, it was difficult for them
to move freely in a congested workspace. “When we
move out of our seats, our knees touch those of men.”
Someone from a television channel said: “Once I was
in the washroom and someone was knocking on the
door repeatedly. When I opened the door, I saw a man
standing and laughing. When I said it was a ladies’
washroom, he asked, ‘Are you going to beat me now?’”
Another woman from a television channel noted, “If
you don’t have good relations with your boss, he will
not allow you to make progress in the organisation
and sometimes you can be demoted.”
Then there were those who felt their gender was an
obstacle to their work. On many occasions, sexist
remarks are made and, if pointed out, conveniently
brushed aside. It is also quite common for people to
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send inappropriate or downright indecent messages
and emails, and many women do not have the courage
to speak up or share their mental agony.
Although times are changing, workplace environments
in many organisations are far from safe and free of
harassment. True, we no longer hear of a woman
jumping out of an office building to save herself from
a harasser, but a lot of women do still leave their jobs
because they cannot cope with ongoing harassment,
whether it is mental, sexual or emotional. This is
particularly true to of small news organisations where
the implementation of any legislation or code of
conduct still seems to be a remote idea!
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Meri Awaz Sunno: A Sea-Change on the Airwaves
On an unusually hot April afternoon in 2002, I
received a phone call from Kathleen Reen of the USbased, media development NGO, Internews. Kathleen
was in Pakistan looking for an organization to partner
with on a local radio initiative. She approached
me through a mutual acquaintance in the Canadian
International Development Agency (CIDA) and said I
came highly recommended. At first, I was uncertain
of her intentions – too many people had come, picked
my brain over long and gruelling sessions and simply
left – and wondered if it would be another waste of my
time. That I finally agreed to meet her came down to
two things: Kathleen’s powers of persuasion, and the
fact that she came recommended by someone I held in
high esteem.
I invited her to Uks, where we had a long and fruitful
discussion. Kathleen explained that Internews had
been involved for several years in over a hundred
countries; identifying and working with local partners,
strengthening their capacity and developing their
skills to give each organisation a new direction
in their work. On my part, I explained Uks’ media
monitoring activities, and the advocacy work we had
done on women’s and human rights issues.
Kathleen wanted a look around the office: I showed
her our archive and the work we did, which impressed
her despite our cramped premises. Of course, I had no
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idea what impact a visit to our modest – Islamabadoffice could have on Kathleen: she seemed to grasp
the spirit of Uks, its commitment and dedication to
the cause of women in media. Before she left, she
assured me that Uks would be recommended as the
radio partner for Internews.
Thereafter, I was flooded with emails; Kathleen
kept asking me to send supporting documents and I
kept complying, and it was nearly a year later that
Internews finally sent word that they had decided
to formally bring on Uks as a partner for their radio
project in Pakistan. This is how, in addition to its
roots as a centre for original research, resource and
publication, in 2003 Uks became the first civil society
organisation with its own radio production house
and the 15-minute, biweekly magazine programme
Meri Awaz Sunno, or ‘Hear my Voice’, was launched in
October that year, becoming the first radio programme
in the country to be produced for women, by women.
The planning and preparations for the first-ever series
were exciting, fun-filled and extremely challenging.
There were four young women producers Sara Farid,
Rafia Arshad, Bushra Iqbal and Qudsia Mehmood, each
with their own strengths and certain weaknesses. This
became evident during the editorial meetings, where
each one had to work with their team – no mean
feat for someone not accustomed to working in a

collaborative environment.
One of the challenges was communicating to our
technical adviser, an Australian broadcaster, how
things worked – or did not work – in Pakistan.
Initially, she would make bizarre requests – she
insisted we bring a government minister (or maybe it
was the prime minister) to the studio and ask for his
comments. Of course, from her Australian context, it
was perfectly commonplace to expect holders of public
office to be answerable to the public, but it took
me ages to get her to understand the ‘VIP culture’
prevalent in Pakistan and how it was impossible for a
small outfit like Uks to get any personage of import to
visit our offices. Come to think about it, I don’t think
she ever really ‘got it’, but she did drop that demand.
Similarly, it was very difficult to communicate the
importance of media trainers who spoke Urdu, the
language of the broadcasts. The first trainer assigned
to the project was also an Australian broadcaster who
couldn’t fully grasp the content or context of the
shows. I’m glad that at that point, I put my foot down
and insisted on a trainer who could not only speak
and understand Urdu, but also relate to the Pakistani
context.
That is how we came to work with Manisha Aryal in
2004; her inclusion made the team much stronger in

terms of content selection and crisper editing. She
was also the lead trainer for Uks’ 2008 production
of Hamari Tarraqi, Hamaray Masail, or ‘Our Progress,
Our Problems’. In 2009, Ms Aryal – in her capacity
as Internews technical adviser – and Internews
country director Adnan Rehmat made Uks the sole
entity producing Meri Awaz Sunno and our studio was
upgraded with their support. Uks Radio owes a lot to
Ms Aryal.
There were fun moments too; for instance, when
recording the show title, the team decided to chant
“Meri Awaz Sunno” in chorus. Needless to say, it was
easier said than done, and those recordings yielded
some hilarious moments. Even the show title itself
was coined after several exhausting brainstorming
sessions, with several different options being
considered and rejected before we finally settled on
Meri Awaz Sunno.
“Never before had there been a women’s radio project
that took up issues close to women’s hearts – way
beyond the stereotypical projection of women that
focused merely on fashion, beauty tips and cooking
shows,” says Fazila Gulrez, a researcher and writer
who has worked extensively on women and children’s
rights. This is perhaps why Meri Awaz Sunno gained
so much popularity in a brief span of time. With its
glass ceiling-breaking all-women team of producers,
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the show tackled issues such as HIV/AIDS; violence
against women; health, and especially reproductive
health rights, for the first time in Pakistani
broadcasting history.
I vividly remember how, after a programme featuring
the harrowing oral testimony of a rape survivor was
broadcast, our producer received a call from a man. “I
am ashamed of being a man now that I realise what
heinous crimes we commit,” he said.
After the one-year partnership with Internews
concluded, Uks continued to produce programmes
on women’s issues where we had complete editorial
independence and followed our own guidelines.
Doing it alone was not easy by any stretch of the
imagination, and yielded a unique set of challenges.
Now, Uks had to find new partners who would
acquiesce to our production of gender-sensitive
programming and be geared towards enabling the
most marginalised segment to express their thoughts
and share their experiences. At the same time, we
made a conscious decision that Uks programmes would
continue to develop and disseminate messages of hope
and courage within the Pakistani cultural and social
context.
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Today, we can gladly say that we never looked back.
From 2003, Uks has produced several radio series
focused on women and human rights issues. We
have not only given voice to a generation of radio
producers, but have also relayed the voices of people
from the remotest corners of the country through oral
testimonies, features, documentaries and interviews.
With more than 30 series – consisting of 10 to
60 programmes each – to its credit, Uks has also
shattered taboos by putting together shows on the
most sensitive topics, ‘honour’ killings being chief
among them.
The first radio series Uks put together on its own was
Ghurbat, Amn aur Insaaf: Aik Tikon, or ‘The PovertyPeace-Justice Troika’. Produced in collaboration with
The Asia Foundation in 2004, the series consisted
of 10 fifteen-minute slots. A new team of producers
was hired for the show (except for Qudsia Mehmood,
who had decided to continue at Uks) and had to be
trained in the Uks’ own gender-sensitive and balanced
approach to radio production. Each programme was
recorded on location, with a bare minimum of studiobased segments. The intriguing themes yielded some
very finely-produced programmes, and I particularly
remember the one recorded near Sialkot, in an area
that is right next to the border with India.

The editorial independence, especially in terms of
topic selection, allowed Uks to carve its own niche.
Since most of Uks’ work was based around the
sensitive issues of gender and human rights, it was
natural that we would continue to make content on
violence against women.
In 2005, I submitted a proposal to Mama Cash – a
women’s group in the Netherlands – for a series based
on the violence perpetuated against Pakistani women
in their day-to-day lives, as a matter of course. The
proposal was accepted and Mujhay Bolne Do, or ‘Let
Me Speak’, was the result. The selection of content
was ‘courageous’; the show discussed all forms of
violence against women – from the more subtle forms
of emotional abuse to the most blatant forms of sexual
and physical abuse. Some programmes deliberated on
how the male gaze could be threatening, demeaning,
and a source of mental agony; another questioned
how cold-blooded murder could be justified in the
name of ‘honour’. All 16 programmes were designed
after passionate discussions on all aspects of the
topic at hand and every care was taken not to appear
judgmental or biased.
Another series; Aurat, Ghairat, aur Qatl, or ‘Women,
‘Honour‘ and Murder’, which concentrated exclusively
on ‘honour’ crimes, followed this. This 10-part series
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was put together by a team of extremely professional
and exceptionally brave producers who travelled across
the country – from remote Balochistan to restive FATA,
and from the interior of Sindh to various locations
in Punjab. It was this quest for untold stories that
made Aurat, Ghairat aur Qatl a unique series. The
show dissected the practice of so-called ‘honour’
killing and examined the plight of women vulnerable
to this age-old practice. An in-depth analysis of
‘honour’ crimes was carried out and follow-up reports
were commissioned to explore the social complexities
surrounding this practice.
One of the show’s producers, Qudsia Mahmood, became
the first woman ever to be present at an all-male jirga
– the body of elders – which was deliberating a case
of ‘honour’ killing committed in the village, and even
interviewed the head of the jirga as well.
In 2005, Kashmir earthquake shook Pakistan to its
core, leaving hundreds of thousands dead, injured and
homeless in its wake. Uks swiftly swung into action
and responded to calls for relief efforts, producing
many public service messages for those affected.
But we wanted to do more to give those directly
affected by the disaster a voice and the opportunity to
share their stories.

So, in January 2006, Uks produced the 15-show series
Chalo Phir Se Muskuraein, or ‘Let’s Smile Again’, on
women’s role in disaster situations, with the support
of the Asia Foundation. Each programme was produced
on-location in disaster-hit areas to mobilise the public
and contribute to rehabilitation and reconstruction
efforts by lifting the spirits of those traumatized by
the massive tremor.
This streak continued in 2007, when Uks came up
with a six-show radio series on people’s participation
in post-earthquake reconstruction in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa (former NWFP) with the Omar Asghar
Khan Development Foundation. In 2008, with the
support of Global Fund for Women, Uks produced Aao
Sunain Ankahi Batain, Unsuni Kahaniyan, or ‘Hearing
Unheard Voices, Untold Stories’ – an eight-part
series advocating women’s empowerment during the
reconstruction process. The series brought to the fore
the stories and travails of the most marginalised and
vulnerable women in the country in the earthquake-hit
areas of Pakistan
For Uks, the main purpose of producing solemn,
issue-based radio programmes was always women’s
empowerment: to change the way society at large
perceived the issue of women’s rights. We have always
emphasised that radio is a very effective medium to
reach out to the masses, but it has not been properly

utilised. This was the thinking behind Awaz Hamari
Quwwat, or ‘Our Voice is Our Strength’, which turned
out to be an exceptionally rewarding experience.
Identifying and training a group of 30 young women
in radio production, the fresh inductees were taught
how to use voice recorders to record interviews, vox
pops, oral testimonies and hold discussions with
women of all ages – as well as the more cooperative
men – from their neighbourhood.
The women, aged between 15 and 25, all came from
the gang war-stricken neighbourhood of Lyari in
Karachi. Quite a few of them had been married off
at an early age by their parents; some had resumed
their studies but others didn’t. The team produced 10
episodes based on the issues that concerned women
and girls of the community. Though the focus was
primarily on women’s reproductive health and allied
rights, initial discussions proved to be an eye-opener.
The women highlighted harassment – especially while
commuting via public transport – gang wars, frequent
curfews, market closures, daily wagers’ problems and
the non-availability of food; all of which were linked
to violence against women.
The series also unveiled the impact of violence in
urban slums on its women residents, and highlighted
how a proactive approach could bring about
behavioural change in women; transforming them from
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shy and passive listeners into a dynamic group. This
was an important step in understanding the impact
and effectiveness of the media in bringing about
attitudinal changes by identifying and producing
issue-based programmes. When the series was
launched in Karachi ahead of International Women’s
Day in 2011, the media called “voices of women, for
women, by women”.

responsibilities towards them, emphasising the need
to focus on what they could do, rather than what they
couldn’t.

Uks has taken up issues that are perhaps of limited
interest for the mainstream media, mainly because
we have always believed in sharing stories from all
segments of the society; from the disabled to the
marginalized and most vulnerable. During the 2008
production of Hum Kissi Say Kum Nahi, or ‘We Are
Not Inferior’, a show centred around persons with
disabilities, my team and I trained ourselves how to
interact with the disabled with utmost sensitivity, but
not pity or sympathy.

The 2008 British High Commission funded Hamari
Taraqqi Hamaray Masail, or Our Development Our
Problems, aimed to strengthen awareness on the
constraints to women’s development, promote
empowerment and show the media how they too could
effectively report on these issues. The series paid
homage to the talented, brave, resilient and intelligent
women working to defy the stereotype of the helpless
and suppressed woman - disregarding traditions and
breaking stereotypes. From women fighter pilots
to Mukhtaran Mai and Safia Khurshid, the talented
entrepreneur, each programme carried the message
that while women do face innumerable problems, but
they are strong and resilient – and certainly not the
proverbial ‘weaker sex’.

STEP, an organization working for the welfare of the
disabled conducted the trainings and I still remember
how the three producers and I felt out of place, and
how everyone in the STEP office could communicate
very easily and interact with each other. It dawned
upon me then, that ‘disability’ is a very relative
term. The radio series was produced in collaboration
with the Dutch Embassy and focused on society’s

Although I have enjoyed all the programmes produced
by Uks so far, my personal favourite is the 2006 series
Pani ki Kahani, Aurat ki Zubani, or ‘The Story of Water,
as Told by Women’. Consisting of 12 radio programmes,
funded by Panos South Asia, the show highlighted
several aspects of this critical and underreported
issue, exploring ways of mainstreaming gender in
water issues and promoting gender equity. One of the
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producers, Mohammed Ishtiaq, was overwhelmed by
the way women and girls were made to fetch water,
while the physically tougher men would not help,
even when the women of his family were unwell. He
was so intrigued that while on another assignment
in earthquake-affected areas, he could not resist
asking the men why they did not help their women
fetch water. To date, this remains the only series that
looked at the crucial issue of water in both urban and
rural environments, and how it affected the women
most of all.
Year in and year out, Uks has partnered with various
international organisations and produced programmes
on issues that needed to be highlighted, debated
and understood. For example, from 2007 to 2009,
in collaboration with NED University to produce two
series: Aurat Ki Taraqqi Hamari Taraqqi, or ‘Progress for
Women, Progress for All’ and Hamari Taraqqi Hamaray
Masail. The former was a 12-part series that explored
the role of Pakistani women in governance, decisionmaking, while the latter looked at the past, present
and future of Pakistani women in governance and
the importance of gender equality for a flourishing
democracy. Both series aimed to promote issuebased radio journalism at the grass-root level on
the themes of political participation, development,
and democracy. Similarly, from 2010 to 2011, Uks
partnered with Search for Common Ground (SFCG)

Pakistan, working to utilise the reach and influence
of radio to provide a forum for moderate, constructive
voices. The series engaged media personnel, local
leaders and youth in peace-building activities aimed
at developing and presenting models of co-existence,
tolerance and moderation across Pakistan.
Uks has also produced one-off programmes as well:
Women and MDGs was produced in 2005 for the AllPakistan Women’s Association (APWA) and United
Nations Development Programme-organized Women’s
Conference; or the 2004 show AIDS, Hum Aur Aap, a
15-minute show on the importance of discussing the
issue of HIV/AIDS, produced for the Amal-organized
First Asia Pacific Conference on HIV/AIDS. Then, there
was Women of Swat: Turning Grief into Strength, the
five-minute oral testimony of a young widow who
lost her husband in 2007 during the anti-terrorism
operation in the Swat Valley.

Going Digital
The Uks radio project has come a long way; from
airing its programmes on FM radio stations to
establishing the first internet radio in 2013. Meri
Awaz Sunno is now an internet radio programme, as
is Meri Kahani, or ‘My story’, a series based on the
testimonies and case studies of women living with HIV
and AIDS, highlighting the impact this malady has on
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Going
Digital

the lives of women. Like all Uks radio programmes,
we endeavoured to ensure that the broadcasts were
ethically sound and carried accurate information.
The idea came from two people, on two separate
occasions, who have always believed in Uks and have
been a great support: Uks internet radio is indebted to
both Amir Mateen and Manisha Aryal.
Uks has also successfully introduced the concept of
narrow casting and set up Baithaks or listeners’ clubs,
to allow communities to listen to radio broadcasts in
their own setting, which could then be followed up
with discussion and feedback. This is most beneficial
in settings where women’s voices are silenced and
where a denial of their right to communicate is seen
as one of the ways of keeping women ‘in their place’,
i.e. secluded within the home, where they neither have
permission to speak their minds, nor can they venture
out into society and express their views on any issue.

hearing the programme.
Similarly, Changing Mindsets through Interactive Radio
explored the potential of radio as a means of social
change by encouraging community participation in
discussion and generation of content on issues that
are critical to Pakistan’s development, yet remain
ignored by mainstream media. The main aim of the
listener clubs was to provide community members an
opportunity to participate in the process of content
production, share their opinions and raise their
concerns over the issues discussed to create a synergy
between the radio programmes and the clubs.
We foresee many new and productive initiatives in Uks
radio’s future.

Collaborations with the Pakistan Poverty Alleviation
Fund (PPAF) geared Uks towards producing and airing
Roshan Rahain, or ‘Illuminated Paths’, a radio series
highlighting the sensitive topic of gender-based
violence. At the end of each programme, listeners were
provided with helpful information on how and where
to seek help and were provided information on how to
link up with government departments. “For the very
first time, women are being discussed at our sittings.
It is because of these radio programmes; I am still
surprised that it was possible to do this. Anyhow, it is
a good change,” commented a man from Layyah upon
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Engendering Academia
Though I may have conducted hundreds of gendersensitization training sessions at various universities
around Pakistan, there were some that proved to
be very challenging at the onset, but turned out to
be refreshingly rewarding by the time the training
sessions ended. Like the two-day training and
advocacy sessions of 2011-12 that Uks had planned
out at the departments of Mass Communication
or Media Studies at various universities. The five
universities included some that Uks had partnered over
the years, and there were a few that we were tapping
for the first time. Islamia University Bahawalpur, and
Faisalabad University being two of those that I was
not familiar with, and with whose faculty my only
contact had been through emails and phone calls.
The first session organized by the department of
Mass Communication at the Islamia University was
held at the main auditorium, a huge place and quite
overpowering. Not only was the entire faculty of Mass
Communication present, there were also the Deans and
other high officials. They were all there to listen to
what I had to say on “More Women in Media’ and “Why
is Gender Important for Media?’. Tough task ahead, I
had thought, knowing fully well that few among the
audience understood both the concepts and perhaps
even fewer believed that they were needed. I had
the same feeling while conducting the sessions at
Faisalabad University, where the acting chairperson
was a woman but the faculty was, again, all male. I
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still remember my apprehension on both occasions;
how to convince this predominantly male audience
of the issues that I was so passionate about? And
that’s been my rescuer. My passion and belief in the
rightness of my cause has almost always convinced
my audience that yes, we do need more women in the
media, and that gender issues must be understood by
the media to enable balanced and sensitized media
content. As it turned out, the trainings went very
well at both the universities, many of the faculty
members and students, both male and female, not
only tried to understand the concept of gender, but
also how to apply their newly acquired knowledge to
their professional work. During this particular training
programme, gender was explained, how it impacted

our lives, how to analyse gender stereotypes and the
presence of these in the media and how to come up
with gender-balanced and un-biased content. The
basic aim was to prepare these soon-to-be-media
persons for gender-balanced and gender-just media,
but faculty members also gained knowledge on gender
issues and how gender was directly related to the
sensitized media portrayal of women as well as their
representation in the media houses.

My interest in gender issues began when I was a
student of media and mass communications and
continued when I taught the subject at university.

I was always aware of a huge gap in my education
with respect to gender issues which found no place
in the curricula. It was very clear, to me at least,
that the media was gender-biased, gender-blind,
and quite insensitive in its reportage, and one way
of ameliorating this irregularity was through the
inclusion of gender issues in journalism education.
Sadly though, neither as a student, nor as a teacher
could I do much to make that happen at a policy
level. I did, however, try to include gender issues,
at a personal level, during my years as a teacher of
mass communication. For example, teaching students
how to monitor/analyse media critically and through
a gender perspective. Engaging both male and
female students in projects and courses that required
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fieldwork. I was also very perturbed at the fact that
despite my encouragement and counselling very few
of my female students would pursue journalism as a
career after graduation.
So it was but natural that when I founded Uks,
one of the key areas of focus was to gendersensitise faculty and students of media and mass
communication departments in universities around
Pakistan. In addition, we have striven to encourage
media educators to develop gender sensitive curricula
that would play a critical part in instilling gender
sensitive media ethics among students. Thus, for
the last 20 years, Uks has been actively involved
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in undertaking advocacy and training workshops to
generate awareness of gender issues, the womenmedia relationship and women’s positive portrayal
in the media. We have also conducted trainings of
key influencers (students, journalists, media houses)
on gender sensitive media reporting with respect to
human rights and women’s rights, and the type of
coverage required to be given to women, from the
local as well as the global perspective.
For Uks, as well as for myself, each training programme
has been special as it always involved getting across
to students and faculty the much-needed messages of
gender equality, and that women’s rights are human

based Violence in our Community’, Uks conducted six
awareness raising workshops for university/college
students to promote awareness on issues relating
to Violence against Women, its social and economic
impact, prevalence in targeted districts and concerned
legislation in Khyber-Pukhtunkhwa province. The
students were made aware of stereotypical and
gender biased practices embedded within society
and encouraged to challenge and shy away from
internalizing such so-called norms. These sessions
were conducted in connection with a project ‘Giving
Voice to the Voiceless’ supported by DAI AAWAZ
Response Fund.
rights. Under the 2016-17, project ‘Gender Just Media
Drive’ in collaboration with the National Endowment
for Democracy (NED), Uks conducted two sessions with
faculty members and students of various universities.
The aim of these consultations was to sensitize faculty
of media and mass communication departments
on how to include gender sensitization courses
in curricula of various related subjects/fields. The
sessions also focused on spreading awareness about
the quite prolific gender insensitive content in media
and to include Gender Studies as a core course in the
subjects of Media and Mass Communication studies.
Similarly in 2016, for ‘Awareness Raising Sessions
with university students on Recognizing Gender-

Uks has worked tirelessly to inculcate gender
sensitivity among faculty and students over the years.
We have sought to apply new and interesting ways to
raise awareness and understanding of gender issues
in all its manifestations. That’s exactly what Uks did
under the 2015-16 NED supported project ‘Gender
Just Media Drive’. Uks first trained ten journalists/
coordinators from all across Pakistan on the ‘how and
why’ of analysing media content through a gender
lens, and then each of the ten trained journalists/
coordinators identified a local university where
they conducted a training session for at least 25
media students, both male and female. The training
workshops aimed at spreading awareness about the
gender-sensitive Code of Ethics for media, monitoring
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media content through a gender lens, and the Women’s
Media Complaint Cell (WMMC). At the conclusion of the
session, two students conducted separate peer-to-peer
outreach sessions to reach out to their peers and increase
awareness about their social responsibilities as media
consumers. Local journalists/coordinators assisted the
students in conducting these seven sessions. This, Uks
believes, is the best strategy for the Multiplier Effect.
Another interesting interaction with students and
faculty was the 2011-13 project ‘More Women in Media’
funded by the Danish International Development Agency
(DANIDA), Uks conducted two batches of 2-day training
workshops with groups of students from Media and Mass
Communication departments of five partner universities
in major cities across the country to spread awareness
regarding the gender sensitive Code of Ethics for media,
sensitized reporting of women and gender issues, and the
importance of encouraging female students to enter the
practical field after receiving their degree/diploma.
These sessions led to an interesting observation: each
one of these universities, again selected from various
cities (this time round they were Peshawar, Karachi,
Rawalpindi, Faisalabad and Bahawalpur) brought about
different reactions and responses to the various sessions
of the two-day training. These ranged from appreciation
to amusement, and support to denial that such issues
existed in our social fabric. The sessions were carefully
designed on how to make the concept of gender be
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known and accepted by the faculty and students.
On the practical side, Uks tried to draw attention
to the issues faced by women students. Through
its previous work with university students and
faculties, Uks had realized that women students
who wished to enter the field of journalism/media
as a profession faced a plethora of problems and
obstacles. Initially, many find it difficult to gain
their parents’ and guardians’ permission to work
in the media. When this hurdle is cleared, women
often find relevant jobs are not available, or
that social pressures and workplace harassment,
including sexual harassment, stand in their way.
There are innumerable challenges facing women
who wish to join this profession, and no support
base to ease their way. Uks, therefore, has been
active in bringing these young women in contact
with mentors and role models to inspire and
encourage potential new entrants. In its continued
effort to have more women in the media, Uks
has, over a period of time, invited both wellknown and lesser known journalists to meet with
students, from young reporters to the head of the
Economic and Business Review, women journalists
covering conflicts and disasters to famous anchor
persons. These interactive sessions turned out
to be enlightening. The women students were
encouraged to ask as many questions as they
wished regarding their future prospects in the
media.

Source: https://abound.college/finishcollege/advice/three-women-stories/

LIVE YOUR DREAMS!
The media in Pakistan is one of the most buoyant industries in the country, and a welcoming
place for women as well as men as a career option. Unfortunately, there is still a great
need for more women to become part of this profession, thereby correcting the present
unbalanced ratio of far more men than women. Surprisingly a large number of ambitious,
career oriented girls do take up courses in journalism/media studies/mass communications
and they work hard for the degree they hope will open the door to a newsroom. Yet, very
few actually make the media their profession, and a miniscule number make it to the top of
their career path.

It seems strange that an ambitious person would strive for several years for a degree that
is the key to work of their choice, and then put the degree in cold storage for ever. Yet, this
happens all the time in a country like Pakistan due to societal constraints and an unbending
mainstream media that refuses to provide essential facilities such as transportation during
the night hours, even separate bathrooms for women in many cases! Societal constraints
include worried parents who believe a working journalist would cease to be ‘marriageable’ or
cause censure from conservative households. However, in many cases, parents are not fully
informed and base their restrictions on vague anxieties.
Uks has been proactive therefore, in reaching out to the parents and guardians of media
students, and providing an informative and reality-based picture of media as a career path
for their daughters. Uks seeks to persuade parents’ that the media is essentially the same
as any other industry or profession where hard working, enterprising people do make a
name and a place for themselves. So far as difficulties encountered while working in the
media are concerned, the same goes for every other profession. In addition, there are always
options within the media such as freelancing, on-line reporting, work behind the camera etc.
for those who don’t wish to appear on TV screens or those who may be put off by the scarcity
of jobs in newspaper offices and television channels.
So far as the media is concerned, Uks has sought to bring together high-profile women
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journalists and discuss career opportunities, working environment and challenges with a
view to clarifying how women journalists can help each other up the career path. These
discussions have definitely led to improving working conditions and career opportunities
for women in the media to a small extent. ‘From Classrooms to Newsrooms’ is one such
publication based on a project that aimed at senior women in media providing career
support to junior women journalists as mentors, and building a nurturing environment to
help them get to the next step of their career.
Journalists with deadlines find it difficult to take time out for mentoring a new member of
the profession and this can put off some budding entrant. However, there are difficulties
and obstacles in every path, and one should not lose heart. To be a success at anything,
one must be determined, and find ways to encourage cooperation from a potential mentor.
Instead of asking for their advice, try to offer a service. Perhaps they need a researcher?
Think of one such quality and showcase it, essentially demonstrate your eagerness to help,
and — best of all — develop relationships. Attend lectures and seminars in your field — and
find ways to stand out.
One misconception that men have held dear for perhaps thousands of years, and still do,
is that women are the weaker sex. The media is one place where women can prove they are
equal to men in strength and ability. Muscle power included. The adoption of the Sexual
Harassment at the Workplace bill by many media houses also disproves the old theory.
Women can fight back, and win. Especially when they stick together. Thus, for those who
look to becoming TV/radio anchors, presenters and talk show hosts, a word of advice: It is
better to start as you wish to go on! So be who you are, let your personality shine, ooze
confidence not sex appeal. Be the change and change existing stereotypical and patriarchal
mind-sets through the power of your work.
And for everyone entering the practical world of journalism: The sky’s the limit so far as
ambition is concerned, but remember to always keep your feet firmly grounded.
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Uks has also been a pioneer in introducing the
concept of Media Literacy to academia. Under the
2010-2012 project ‘Media Literacy’ supported by
the National Endowment for Democracy (NED), Uks
involved selected educational institutions for effective
representation of youth. The training workshops
focused on monitoring and analysis of media content,
print and television, on selected issues and themes,
and inclusion of Media Literacy in Mass Communication
and Gender Studies departments as a subject/tool.
This included skills of desk and field research imparted
to students based on media monitoring, and audience
feedback to gauge viewer reception across strata,
cities and demographic groups through audiences’ fora.
A total of six national universities were selected and
an average of 12-14 students were part of each of the
training sessions. Students were also encouraged to be
part of the bi-annual newsletters.
Another important area of concern for Uks with
regard to its continued interaction with universities
is to examine how gender is incorporated in different
disciplines and curricula. It is true that very few
universities in Pakistan teach gender as a separate
course, however some of them offer a specialized
course on gender and media at BS level, Political and
Cultural studies at the MS level, and teach feminist
theories, women’s portrayal in media, and gender
concepts.
Though each initiative and interaction with faculty
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and students at the various universities across
Pakistan has always been a very fruitful and engaging
experience, there is always something that stands
out. One such instance are these comments from
Zainab Dar, a professor at Islamabad’s SZABIST
(Shaheed Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto Institute of Science
and Technology) University , who, during one of
Uks’ consultations, remarked that, “Our gender
studies department takes pride in the fact that it fully
represents gender. In fact, the female staff completely
outnumbers male staff. I teach performing arts, and
as it happens, performing arts are in themselves a
discredited profession [in this country]. When this
subject is taught by a woman, and a woman who
wears a sari [considered an immodest dress by some
as being too revealing] and performs on stage, this
adds to her [negative] reputation. When women sing,
perform classical dance on stage and wear the sari,
they qualify for being bad women [in conservative
thinking]. But hats off to my University, which has
entrusted its students to such a female teacher, I try
to let the female students take responsibility for the
lights, camera, sound, and preparing the stage which
are usually said to be a man’s job. Bringing gender into
performing arts is a very difficult task but the University
is trying its best to ensure gender-just practices.”
Change –however small or slow - is a positive
indicator, always!

https://campuspreventionnetwork.com/blog/impact-alcohol-use-academics-may-also-hinder-jobprospects-graduates/

More Power to Women in
Media with PWMN and
WMCC

More Power to Women in Media with
PWMN and WMCC
In 2008, Uks formally launched Pakistani Women’s
Media Network (PWMN) in Islamabad. The main
idea behind the formation of this first ever network
for women working in media, was to encourage
more positive portrayals of women, increase female
representation at all levels, and improve conditions
for women working in media. PWMN was also launched
in Karachi on August 11, 2008, in collaboration with
PANOS, South Asia, where it honoured Ms Zohra Karim,
founder-editor of SHE magazine with a life-time

achievement award. Functioning totally without any
donor funding, PWMN is an informal, non-hierarchical
group of women media persons and others working
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in or on the media. It is an autonomous body,
committed to raising voices and concerns against
gender-based violence, injustices and biases in the
media and society. PWMN aims to ensure fair and equal
representation of women working in the media, to
highlight factors behind the under-representation of
women in the media, to acknowledge the efforts of
pioneering women in media, to encourage and support
aspirant young women to enter the field and to build
professional networks of media organizations and
educational institutions.
Often times I am told or countered that I must stop
harping about under-representation of women in our
media as, according to my critics, there is a large
presence of women as anchors, newscasters and
presenters on the national as well as regional media.
This may be true to some extent, but the fact remains
that the number of women reporters in national
and regional newspapers and television is still very
low, with the great majority of reporters being men.
Similarly, there may be many women producers on
radio, but there are very few reporters. Almost all
newspaper newsrooms are all-male, some may have
one or two women, but a very limited number have
women in top positions. The major factors responsible
for the invisibility of women in media organizations
are, low pay packages, sexual harassment in the
workplace, late working hours without transportation,

absence of mentors, and no provision of maternity
leave and/or child care facilities like crèches. That’s
what PWMN continues to take up, through desk and
field research, media consultations, and interventions
with working journalists. Uks has also used the
platform of PWMN for capacity-building and trainings
of women journalists. Through its collaboration with
Gaylord College at Oklahoma University, USA, and
PANOS South Asia, dozens of women journalists have
benefitted from exposure to different countries as well
as learning from the media in foreign lands.
Here, I would like to mention a little history
concerning PWMN. It was 2007 when I decided to
approach a foreign mission with an idea I had been
developing in my mind, and that I had shared with

a friend at PANOS South Asia and a few journalists a
little earlier. I proposed establishing a women’s media
network. It was my dream, my utmost wish to have
a forum for women journalists to share their stories,
their achievements, issues such as the glass ceiling
effect, harassment and non-existence of affirmative
action at the majority of media houses/outlets. I
discussed my idea with the woman at that mission
office at length. Some parts of the discussion still
resonate in my ears, especially the woman suggesting
that instead of a national network we should consider
making it a South Asian network. She said she’d get
back to me. I didn’t know a huge shock was in store
for me. It was a few months or perhaps a year later
that I heard two women journalists very proudly
launching a women’s media network on a private
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TV channel. The programme was based on the exact
same ideas I had proposed and discussed in detail at
the mission, in the belief that my trust would not be
betrayed. I wasn’t surprised to learn that the same
mission was funding this initiative. I was furious,
naturally, this was my idea, my hard work, and my
research that had been handed over to another group
behind my back. I wrote to the mission and the group
that was claiming to present this as their idea. Years
later, the woman responsible for the piracy sent me
an email, claiming that my ‘proposal wasn’t rocket
science that someone else could not have thought
along the same lines.’ True, this could be, but to
have exactly the same concepts, mission statement,
activities, aims and objectives down to the names of

women journalists to form a core committee, surely
could not be a coincidence. Eventually, this network
could not continue, the foreign mission’s funding was
discontinued due to audit objections and after a few
years of pomp and splendour, it is now almost out of
sight.
On my part, instead of giving in, I decided to launch
my idea myself, depending on my own resources.
Thus, the Pakistani Women’s Media Network was
formally launched without any foreign or donor
funding, but with the support and good wishes of a
lot of media persons, friends from civil society and
academia. PWMN is as yet the first ever network for
Pakistani women working in the media to encourage
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more positive portrayals of women, increase female
representation at all levels, and improve conditions for
women working in media.
Uks and PWMN continue with its modest efforts to
empower women in and through the media. We may
not have lavish funding for our work, but we continue
to be passionate and commitment driven and thus
deliver.
Women’s Media Complaint Cell
Uks and I have been blessed with so many wonderful
people, supporters, well-wishers and those who truly
believe in what we do. They have always supported
Uks in all its initiatives, and encouraged us when
we brought out new initiatives such as the Pakistani
Women’s Media Complaint Cell (PWMCC). The original
idea came from a few journalists, also my friends, to
set-up a Public-Media Complaint Commission. One of
the key persons, Amir Mateen, ever supportive and
always sharing ideas to take Uks’ mission forward,
gave me the green signal to tailor this idea for
women. Uks shared this concept with Khawar Mumtaz
of the National Commission on the Status of Women,
who agreed to run a pilot project for three months.
The reason for a short term project was unavailability
of funds with NCSW.

Thus, PWMCC was successfully launched through the
collaboration of Uks and NCSW, on 13th February
2014, in Islamabad. Members of media, civil society
organizations and academicians attended the
ceremony. The initiative was greatly lauded by the
attendees of the launch, who congratulated Uks and
NCSW for providing the public with a forum where
they could register their complaints against sexist
and gender insensitive media content. I, along with
Ms Kishwar Naheed, chaired the launch, answered
queries and took comments from the participants.
The need to expand this project beyond its threemonth trial period and launch it in various cities
of Pakistan including the province of Balochistan
was greatly stressed during the launch ceremony.
Questions regarding the coverage of rape survivors in
newspapers, the pejorative label of “lady reporter”,
and the ethics regarding coverage of survivors in
documentaries was also a part of the discussion.
Participants suggested that the scope of the Cell
should be expanded to the entertainment channels,
as the dramas and soaps that are aired on these
channels project a very negative image of women.
During the launch Uks also gave a brief presentation
that highlighted the need for a platform like PWMCC
by showing gender insensitive media coverage from
recent newspapers and TV channels. The presentation
addressed the fact that clauses of Uks’ Gender
Sensitive Code of Ethics were most frequently violated
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by the media in various ways. These included violation
of a woman’s right to privacy and sexist depiction of
women in advertisements, talk shows and uncaptioned
photos. The presentation was received well by the
attendees of the launch and generated interesting
debate.
As NCSW was unable to extend its support to PWMCC
beyond the agreed period of three months, we began
a fresh round of efforts to continue with this Cell.
Finally, in 2005, Uks with the support of the National
Endowment for Democracy, re-set PWMCC, this time
as WMCC (Women’s Media Complaint Cell). The Cell
used both 2010 and 2015 Global Media Monitoring
Project’s (GMMP’s) findings on the perpetuation
of gender-biased media, gender stereotyping and
women’s significant underrepresentation in Pakistan’s
news media. The GMMP results had shown that there
is growing concern for gender responsiveness in
journalistic practices. So, Uks found it the best time
to put forward a forceful and persuasive advocacy
planning to strengthen gender-sensitive portrayal
of women in content as well as gender balance in
representation. While a number of clauses from the
original Public Media Complaint Cell were used, with
alterations, to make it in line with women in media
issues, the WMCC has used Uks’ Gender Sensitive Code
of Ethics as the guideline.
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As it happens with all new and different initiatives,
the idea of analysing the media content through a
gender lens is still not properly understood by the
public. So, Uks tried to first reach out to the students
of media studies in various universities and trained
them into how to monitor and analyse media content.
They were then asked to go into the community and
train the public on how to register a complaint. This
process has encouraged people to lodge complaints
with the WMCC. So far, Uks has received a few hundred
complaints of which some were invalid as they were
irrelevant or they didn’t violate the Gender Sensitive
Code of Ethics for media at all. Uks received a large
number of complaints via WhatsApp since the first
Audience club in the second phase of the project
“Gender Just Media Drive” against content from both
print and electronic media. These also include the
complaints received after the launch of promotional
SMS regarding WMCC done on 20th January 2017.
Uks had already shared the cell phone number of
the WMMC complaint cell in previous audience club
sessions and workshops but after the promotional
SMS service, Uks experienced a boost in complaints
and the interest of media consumers in the complaint
platform. Most of the complaints were regarding
content in Print media, closely followed by Electronic
news media, and then the Entertainment media. Some
complaints regarding advertisements have also been
registered. The ‘Right to Privacy’ clause of the gender-

sensitive code of ethics registered highest number of
complaints , then there were complaints connected
with the clause, ‘maintaining professional standards’
and some complaints were about the use of derogatory
language/portrayal in content.
The operation of the complaint cell has been kept
simple to promote participation of the public at all
levels. Moreover, all forms of communication including
post, telephone, email and social media have been
made open for registering a complaint. If anyone
has a complaint about something in a newspaper,
magazine, radio or television news broadcast which
they think violates the Uks Code of Ethics all they
have to do is summarise the complaint, explaining
which section of the Code has been breached and
how, and send supporting copies of any other
relevant letters or documents that might help assess
the complaint. If the complaint refers to a print
article, a clipping of the complete article, with the
name of the publication and the date of publication
are required. If the complaint refers to a broadcast
programme, the name of the programme and the
television channel or radio station, as well as the
time and date of the broadcast will be required. In
the case of a broadcast programme, a taped copy
or transcript of the programme in question would
be preferred. The complaints can be sent to Uks by
post at: Pakistan Women’s Media Complaints Cell.

Complaints can also be made by contacting Uks
through its social media pages (Uks Research Centre
on Facebook or @womenjournalist on Twitter).
After complaints are received, members of the WMCC
panel will review them, following which they will
be sent to the respective editor or director of news
or entertainment- whichever the case. Either an
explanation from the editor/director of the publication
or channel concerned, or the publication/broadcast of
a correction or an apology in the form of a letter to
the aggrieved party, will be sought as a response to
the complaint. Uks and I are hopeful that this Cell can
get enough support from the media so that a culture
of accountability for the media can be made possible
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From Passive
to Proactive:
Introducing
Media
Literacy in
Pakistan

From Passive to Proactive: Introducing
Media Literacy in Pakistan
We at Uks have monitored and analysed the media for
some time now, and I strongly believe that biased and
insensitive content should not go unnoticed.
It is imperative to have an active, discerning audience
since the limited literacy in the country has allowed
the burgeoning media sector to hold sway over large
number of people in the country, becoming the
single largest source of information, regardless of its
accuracy, about what is happening across Pakistan and
in the world.

I was surprised to know that this homogeneity of
content and struggle for more business at the expense
of quality journalism is not taken up for research nor is
it taught in media studies and communication classes.
I also think that the Pakistani audience does not
realize that this content that they are being delivered
through all forms of news media is open to their
criticism, feedback and even outright rejection.
How do we counter this status quo?

Apart from informing, educating and entertaining,
the media has the power to mould opinions, change
perceptions, incite passions and change the very
structure of our society. It dictates the issues we think
about and tells us what to think about them. Crossmedia ownership has added to the power of individual
media houses that own multiple media outlets across
various mediums.

We came up with a concept note on the unbalanced
relationship between the media and its consumers
and how the power of the media becomes formidable
when there is complete passivity in regard to the
consumption of content.

In a bid to draw more audiences and make more
profits, media houses have stooped to broadcast the
same hackneyed morning shows, the mercurial political
talk shows and dramatic breaking news bulletins; they
all look and sound so similar, one is hard pressed to
tell one channel from the other.

We submitted the proposal to one of Uks’ long
standing partners, the National Endowment for
Democracy (NED).
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How do we make the audience to think for itself and
question what it is being told?

The project proposal was accepted and a pilot study on
media literacy in Pakistan was initiated in 2009.

For me, and for Uks, this was not just any other
project: it was a mission. This was the first time an
NGO in this country had taken up the issue of media
literacy.

the graduate level, did not know about the concept
of media literacy or why it is important. Some of
the faculty members and heads of departments also
needed the orientation.

The study was conducted in cities across the country.
It included educating people and initiating a dialogue
between the media and civil society organizations
on existing media trends. The biggest challenge was
to get national universities on board and help us
raise awareness about the matter through students of
communication and media studies.

Our monitoring team came back with the
recommendation that the project was much needed.
At each location selected for the project, students
and their supervisors continued to show interest in
the project and in the next three to four years, the
subject became part of mass communication, media or
gender study programs and was adopted as a research
methodology.

Phase one and two of the project targeted university
students of mass communication, media studies or
gender studies as well as a select group of media
managers. The aim was to try to equip students
with skills for media monitoring, analysing and
start a public discourse to pave the way for a more
responsible media in Pakistan.
Universities which partnered with us contributed
greatly to the success of the project and gave
recognition to it by conducting group exercises and
marking students on their performance.
A roundtable discussion between our old and new
partners, academics and media representatives,
was organized in Islamabad on media literacy and
what Uks was aiming to achieve. The orientation
workshops we conducted revealed that students of
mass communication and media studies, even at

My research team and I were overwhelmed by the
enthusiasm of students and faculty members. Students
held focus group discussions on the questions raised
during the media monitoring analysis.
Men and women from various socio-economic
backgrounds and age groups were interviewed for the
study which spread over various regions and social
settings.
Other than media literacy and awareness, other issues
such as ethical and legal violations, breaking news
syndrome, anchor power and talk shows were also
discussed in the focus groups as were reporting on
major incidents of the time- the Mehran Air Base
Attack, the Sarfaraz Shah murder and the killing of
Osama Bin Laden.
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The findings from year one and two were compiled as
‘Talking Back’ and ‘Talking Back II’ and both reports
highlighted the importance of understanding and
analysing the media and the lack of awareness about
the matter.
They highlighted that the media has unrivalled reach
and influence in the country and can be used to bring
about positive change in society. For instance, it has
been an invaluable aid in raising awareness about a
number of issues, which were earlier considered taboos
such as violence against women, child abuse, HIV/
AIDS, and corruption.
However, all media messages are carefully constructed
to tilt opinion a certain way, to communicate a
particular viewpoint, generate the most ratings, sell
a certain product or idea or person, attract more
audience and make the most profit.
Therefore, the media is not a neutral source of
information.
‘Talking Back’ and ‘Talking Back II’ were based on solid
media monitoring, content analysis and feedback from
various sections in focus group discussions. It tried
to present what audiences across the country thought
about media content.
The best part was the two-way traffic. We had media
consumers who were monitoring and analysing content
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and coming up with their feedback. And we also had
media representatives who were trying to understand
the concept and give their feedback as well.
We also gathered data on whether mass media drives
the consumer economy, or if it is vice versa. We
thought it will help in re-designing media advocacy
efforts to challenge or redress public policies or
corporate practices.
The most important outcome of the study was perhaps
instilling the ability in the audiences we interacted
with to see what is there and also grasp what is not
being shown.
The findings were shared with top media personnel
and prominent members of the civil society. Many
discussions followed which indicated we were
somewhat right in our findings. Issues such as
breaking news, sensationalism through tickers and the
volume in which reporters and anchors speak while
delivering a news report were discussed at length.
The media’s ability to distinguish breaking news from
regular news or even opinions was questioned. At
that time, the Air Blue crash had just happened and
participants of the discussion pointed out that after
the breaking news was delivered, expert opinion on
the crash was also handled as breaking news by news
channels.

Media representatives argued that if viewers did
not like this type of coverage, it would show in
the ratings. With the ratings not being affected,
financers of channels will not be convinced to reduce
sensationalism and since investors are intervening
in editorial policies more, their decisions will not be
swayed by these “intellectual talks”.
Managing Director of Pakistan’s largest channel, Geo’s
Azhar Abbas said private news channels cannot ignore
ratings but should also not become hostage to them.
He said it is a common belief that if a channel shows
bodies or violence, its ratings go down which is not
true. In fact, the ratings go high.
However, if the content is controversial for another
reason, then ratings do get adversely affected. He
gave the example of a popular talk show the ratings
for which had gone down after it aired live an
argument between two women politicians which had
turned ugly.
Head of Khyber TV, Hasan Khan said the findings of
the study were not surprising for him. He said that
the months in which the study was conducted - Oct,
Nov and Dec 2009 - were difficult. The Waziristan
operation had just begun and the Swat operation was
completed. There was continuous breaking news due
to which the media lost its credibility.

bizarre arguments,” he said.
Participants of the roundtables agreed that media
literacy is important and that audiences should be
aware of these issues so they can assimilate content
more critically and less passively.
During the discussion on ratings, viewer discretion and
quality of coverage, the participants agreed on the
need for a code of conduct. They said the code should
be a guideline and should not be imposed but adopted
as a gesture of self-responsibility.
I was, and still am convinced that media literacy
should be taught as a formal course for which students
are given credit.
This can be done by conducting a consultative
meeting with the vice chancellors of partner
universities, sharing with them the findings of
research and discussing how media literacy can be
offered as a full credit course at the undergraduate
and graduate levels.
The courses need to then be approved by the Higher
Education Commission before which we can offer
universities support in developing the course, perhaps
using the findings of the research we conducted in
doing so.

“Our talk shows do not contain discussions, only
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with the
Media: Uks’
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Networking with the Media: Uks’
Gender- Sensitive Code of Ethics
When Uks began its media monitoring, content
analysis and advocacy work, we marked the significant
absence of any set of guidelines or code of conduct/
ethics that could be of use in improving media
portrayal of women and women’s issues. From 1998,
when Uks held its first training for the media, till
2002, when Uks was working on a national study on
media portrayal of women, concern was expressed
by many media persons that unless there are some
specific guidelines that could be put together and the
media be urged to adopt them voluntarily, it will not
be possible to improve women’s images in the media.
Therefore, in 2002, when Uks conducted a national
study, ‘Changing Images’ this concern was addressed
by providing examples from several countries around
the globe that had some sort of a media code of
conduct. However, there was a distinct anomaly:
almost all the codes that we looked at had nothing to
say on the portrayal of women in the media!

was to develop a gender-conscious code of ethics for
print media while at the same time recognising the
importance of journalistic codes and ethics in general.
The objectives of the project were:

In 2004, Uks undertook, with the support of the
British Council, a project titled, ‘Networking for the
Formulation and Implementation of a Gender Sensitive
Code of Ethics for the Print Media in Pakistan’. The
formulation of such a code was seen as a much
needed action for any kind of desired change in the
media’s portrayal of women. The primary purpose

The code was drafted over a period of one year
that included discussions with the media within
Pakistan, and a regional conference organised by
Uks in Islamabad in May 2004. The participants of
the regional conference included media persons
from Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Bangladesh, and
Afghanistan as well as civil society members interested
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•

To network with journalists, owners/editors of
news publications to bring them on board to
work towards a gender sensitive code of ethics,
and create awareness about the necessity for a
professional code of ethics.

•

To highlight the gender blindness of the
present Ethical Code of Practice and seek
recommendations for making it gender sensitive.

•

To blend these recommendations into the
present document and get commitments by the
print media for its effective and continuing
implementation.

in developing a code of ethics for the print media. The
document included guidelines on the right to privacy,
pictorial description of women, projection of gender
roles in advertisements, quality coverage of women’s
issues, and maintaining professional standards. In
2005, Uks finalised and presented this first ever
Gender Sensitive Code of Ethics for the Print Media in
Pakistan, the basic aim of which was to facilitate the
media with a document that would be useful while
reporting and writing on women. Since then, the code
has not only been widely disseminated within Pakistan
but has been shared with media and civil society
organisations across the globe. Fortunately, changes
have been witnessed in many newspapers where there
has been a positive and sensitive shift in language
use and pictorial depiction.
Why a new code?
Follow-up, revision, and revisiting are all part of our
work and something that we at Uks truly believe in.
For us, nothing that we do is only a project-donor
driven activity. It’s our passion and commitment for
a gender-just media that compels Uks to go all out
to achieve the goals that we set out. The first Uks
code of ethics was formulated through a process and
in consultation with all stakeholders, and provided

guidelines for a gender sensitive media and also
acted as a tool for improvement. This code was not
the sole document available, but proved an excellent
aid to consultations on gender sensitive content in
the media (limited to print media as Pakistan did not
have a large electronic media presence at the time).
A few years later, the electronic media exploded onto
the scene. Monitoring and analysing the content on
these ever growing TV and radio channels (especially
television as the number of channels multiplied to
several score), I realised that the present code needed
to be revised as it lacked clauses/guidelines specific
to television, radio, and the Internet. Thus, Uks, with
the support of DANIDA, took up the task to revise,
formulate and implement a gender sensitive code
of ethics for the media inclusive of both print and
electronic media in Pakistan. We could have taken an
easy path, made some revisions ourselves. But Uks
has never believed in taking short-cuts, neither have
we ever taken an easy path. Thus began the year long
process. Uks held several rounds of consultations
with the media, academia and civil society on what
should be included, and how news, current affairs,
and entertainment programmes should be gender
sensitive and balanced. The consultations identified
and debated how commercialisation, politicization,
and lack of professionalism in the portrayal of women
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is damaging women’s image and development and
emphasised the necessity of further developing a
code of ethics for all media. Each clause in the 2004
code was discussed in depth, and revised to include
TV, radio, and social media coverage of women and
their issues. It was a long and tedious process and
Uks is truly grateful to everyone who was part of the
consultations. It surely was a collective effort and the
credit for the 2013 revised Gender Sensitive Code of
Ethics goes to every individual who contributed to the
making of it.
To date, this remains the only gender sensitive code
of ethics for the media not only in Pakistan, but in
the whole of South Asia; something that Uks is very
proud of. Unfortunately, some individuals/groups have
plagiarised the Uks code of ethics, first formulated
and floated in 2004, and reinvented it in the form of
a gender sensitive code based on text lifted from the
Uks code of ethics, without acknowledging the source.
However, continuing with the Uks trademark of coming
up with ‘Firsts’, we are now working on a code of
ethics/guidelines for the entertainment media in
particular. Although Uks has primarily focused on the
news and current affairs side of the media, we have
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always paid attention to the entertainment side of
media content, and never more so than now. Over
the past few years, a certain change has been visible
in the entertainment media, primarily the ‘drama’
channels that churn out soaps and morning shows
ad nauseum. The change is regressive and a cause of
great concern as dialogue, characterization, storylines
etc. in the dramas violate all norms of gender balance
and gender sensitivity. The content is viewed by a
huge population, starved of alternatives for recreation,
who remain glued to TV sets. The abysmal standard of
education and literacy means most influential ideas
on ‘acceptable’ social mores are received through TV
screens, especially drama channels.
Thus, in an effort to stem the tide of regression we
decided to integrate the entertainment media into our
media monitoring and analysis (a regular feature of
our work, with or without donor funding) to enable a
critique of their programming.
So, Uks’ Gender-Just Media Drive since 2015, took
up many challenges, from engaging the media on the
voluntary adoption of Uks’ Gender Sensitive Code of
Ethics to generating greater and wider public interest
in Uks’ Women’s Media Complaint Cell (WMCC). Uks

reached out to a large segment of viewers through
audience clubs and orientation sessions with the
media. Though focused upon the news media, Uks also
monitored and analysed the entertainment media,
including drama serials, and advertisements. Through
our various research activities we were able to reach
some conclusions, and made some observations. Our
interventions with communities across Pakistan,
through focus group discussions, baithaks (listening
clubs), surveys and interviews, showed us that
compared to news content, entertainment content is
more sensational, biased and stereotypical, and needs
immediate attention, especially soaps/dramas. We
realize that any kind of positive intervention on our
part may not be appreciated by the entertainment
media as it is heavily commercial and may refuse
attempts at innovative changes in the belief that
the tried and tested form of dramas were bringing
in ratings. However, Uks is not shy of taking up
challenges, we have done it several times in the
past. We intend to capitalize on our experience of
working for two decades on women and media issues,
to critically examine television drama serials, with
specific focus on the portrayal of women and girls
and their role in society and as nation builders. We
will examine how media shapes public perception and

can perpetuate biases that hinder women’s progress
and development. A large number of TV serials portray
working women as failing at fulfilling the role of a
‘good’ wife and mother, and that a woman’s greatest
ambition should be to present herself as the ‘perfect’
daughter-in-law and wife, completely obedient to the
dictates of mother-in-law and husbands. Scripts also
suggest that a woman who opts for a career will never
be considered marriageable, or that men will only be
drawn to domesticated women. There are many other
biases that are constantly being promoted through
many of these serials.
Using a multi-pronged approach, Uks would like
to continue with working on news media, carry on
enhancing the capacity and working of WMCC, and
also take up gender issues in Pakistani drama serials;
monitor, analyse and discuss the content that pushes
gender boundaries. We would also like to engage the
public, that is, ascertain their perception of the way
gender is portrayed in dramas, sharing with them
the requisite tools for analysing content through the
lens of gender, i.e. the words, visuals, images, etc.
We would also like to share with the public why it is
important for us to examine how society views gender,
and look at how the entertainment media takes it
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up through its output. We would also like to monitor
and analyse advertisements that appear during these
serials, look at how women and girls are portrayed in
them as compared to men, and why the difference.
There is clearly a need for a gender sensitive
code of ethics to be developed specifically for the
entertainment media. Presently there is no single
mutually agreed Code of Ethics for the entertainment
media anywhere in the world. The code formulated
by PEMRA1 (Pakistan’s Electronic Media Regulatory
Authority) is too generalized and superficial. Hence,
along with the on-going campaign on how to make
the Women’s Media Complaint Cell more active and far
reaching, Uks would like to engage the media, public
and civil society in drafting and finalizing a Gender
Sensitive Code of Ethics for the Entertainment Media
to try to propel change in the existing misogynistic
approach. Today, people throughout the world, and in
Pakistan, consume many hours watching TV, listening
to the radio, reading magazines, newspapers, and
using the Internet every day. Invariably, consumers
of media find themselves influenced by these
experiences. Acknowledging the impact of the various
media, news, talk shows, soaps, plays, morning shows,
advertisements on our daily lives, we must inevitably
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accept that just as narrow stereotypes are subscribed
to the various versions of identity, especially gender,
then it follows that balanced, non-stereotypical
and diverse versions of gender will benefit all. Nonstereotypical media is a vital element in quality media
content, and diverse gender portrayal will result
in more interesting and realistic media content for
audiences.
In addition to the above, Uks is all set to come up
with new ideas for all creators of content for the
entertainment media, our aim being to usher in a new
era for the gender sensitive and positive portrayal of
women.

THE ANNUAL UKS DIARY: EACH YEAR IS A NEW STORY
“Really? Women in Pakistan play all these sports?” was the excited or perhaps shocked
reaction of a Norwegian friend when I presented to her the 2007 Annual Uks Diary on
Women and Sports. The diary had, like all previous diaries, collected and reproduced archival
information on the sports that women in Pakistan play, and it seemed they play every sport!
The diary did indeed surprise and shock many people, both outside the country and in
Pakistan. This lack of awareness is essentially due to the disinterest of mainstream media
which has failed to highlight the myriad activities of women in this country as well as their
achievements in many diverse areas.
The first diary was born almost around the same time as Uks. A solo flight as it was the result
of an inspiration that I got while leafing through a small, pocket size diary published by an
organization in Bangladesh. That simple little thing was indeed a treasure trove, bringing to
the readers many achievements of Bengali women (as some who were included were part of
the undivided Indo-Pakistan subcontinent and some were Pakistanis before Bangladesh was
created) and also had a historical background to its content. I decided to put together stories
of Pakistani women, but taking most of the information from whatever had been published
in newspapers and magazines. I had so many old magazines that my parents used to collect,
Pakistan Quarterly of the ‘50s, Akhbar-e-Khawateen and Akhbar-e-Jehan of the ‘60s and ‘70s,
and each issue had such an amazing collection of news and articles, columns and editorials,
and of course absolutely incredible photographs of those early decades of Pakistan. Going
through them, I was pleasantly surprised at the progressive and positive coverage of women
and women’s issues. No doubt, some were patronizing and essentially constituted sermons
on the virtues of a ‘good’ woman, but by and large the content was very supportive of women
having a voice and rights, especially keeping in mind the times. From this archive was born
the idea of an Uks diary based on compilations reproduced from the past lives of Pakistani
women.
Thus, “Women of Pakistan: Fifty Years and Beyond”, was brought out in 1998. In this
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inaugural publication, I tried to present the many achievements of Pakistani women in
the development of our nascent economy. The content included profiles on the first woman
librarian, the first woman scientist and dentist, first women English and Urdu news readers
on Radio Pakistan. The diary also took up issues of violence against women and of women
in both, performing and fine arts. It had reproductions of photographs that showed a woman
working at a petrol pump, filling a fuel tank, a woman driving instructor, the first in the
country of course. There were editorials and news excerpts from these old magazines that took
up issues of domestic violence, legal rights for women, dowry etc. Since Uks was a fledgling
organization at the time and lacked funding, this diary was printed on a very limited budget.
I worked on it single-handedly, from the cover page, to formatting, typing, composing,
research and selection of material.
When the printed copies came out, and I shared it with my family, someone spotted three
typing errors. I was very disturbed, but 500 copies couldn’t be reprinted. At this time my
earlier training as a sub-editor came in handy. I simply typed and printed the correction, and
used the cut and paste method, balancing the cut out word (or worse- a letter) on the tip of a
scissor. With my assistant’s help, I corrected every one of the 500 printed diaries!
The diary was shared with a large number of journalists and friends from academia and civil
society. The reviews were good and generally it was very well received. Zubeida Mustafa, then
senior assistant editor at English language daily Dawn, wrote an extremely honest review,
praising the spirit of the diary but wishing that the layout and presentation had been better.
Friends offered to help me with the research and editing of the next diary. The next year
saw no diary due to absolutely zero funds in Uks’ kitty. But, from 2000 onwards, Uks with its
limited resources, strived to build up resources over time specifically for the diary. And since
then, we have never looked back. At this point, Uks was fortunate in gaining the support of
Tahira Abdullah who has been an integral part of this venture ever since. She has given the
Uks diary time, effort, commitment and dedication.
Uks has taken up many different issues for its annual theme. Material for the diary is selected
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from an archival data bank of hundreds of newspapers and magazines based on what would
best reflect the year’s theme. We aim to highlight both the negative and positive aspects as
presented by the media, bringing to readers a wealth of information and insight into issues
ranging from violence against women, women in agriculture, women entrepreneurs, health and
education, MDGs, the feminization of poverty, and women in conflict. Uks has tried, and shall
keep trying, to make each desk diary unique. Indeed, this collection of material reproduced
from old, back-dated articles etc. news, editorials, opinion pieces, cartoons, make each diary
a collector’s item.
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The Journey of
Hope Continues

The Journey of Hope Continues
When Uks initiated its gender sensitization drive
twenty years ago, it was a bumpy ride on a rickety
road. Although Uks was the only voice advocating a
gender-just media in Pakistan, through our passion
and commitment Uks established a comprehensive
print media monitoring resource centre, conducted
trainings for both desk and field journalists, held
on-desk consultations with media personnel from the
junior level to the big bosses, published a gender
sensitive Code of Ethics and many training modules
and toolkits for the media, worked to inculcate gender
sensitivity among academia, and tried to create a
more aware and engaged media audience.

The entire process of engaging the media’s attention
to persuading them that there was something wrong
in the way it reported or produced content on women
(by stereotyping women, salacious content targeting
women etc.), was challenging and educational.
Refusing to give up, however, our continuous
communication with the media over several years
succeeded in winning over the support of journalists,
human rights and women’s rights activists, academics
and other like-minded groups. In fact, media owners
often directly contact Uks when in doubt about the
gender sensitivity of particular content and we are
more than happy to oblige.

Radio has long been recognized as a powerful and
low cost medium of communication. The advent of
technology such as broadband, cell phones, and
tablets have increased efficiency and outreach,
thereby changing the scenario for radio completely.
Uks has used radio as a major communications tool,
and through its radio programme Meri Awaz Sunno,
(Hear my Voice) we have successfully reached out to
millions of listeners across and outside Pakistan. We
have also tried to amplify change through narrowcasting the programmes in Baithaks (Listeners
Clubs) to reach out to distant communities and
vulnerable people, especially women. The radio
project, whereby we produce programmes centred
on women and women’s issues, has been one of our
major achievements. We acted to amplify change on
women’s issues, and the objective in every one of
these initiatives has been to improve the portrayal
of women in the media, as also to upgrade the
working conditions of women media professionals
and members. In the coming years, Uks would like to
make better use of this powerful medium that is still
not adequately used for producing and disseminating
gender-sensitive and women-centric content.

The many initiatives taken by Uks have actually
paid off in many areas. By raising constraints faced
by women working in the media with media heads,
such as the necessity for safe transport, separate
toilets for women and men, protection from sexual
harassment in the workplace, discrimination on the
basis of gender etc., Uks has tried to make them
understand the seriousness of these issues, and
how they hamper women’s induction and progress in
the media. The media can only truly flourish when
it is fully representative of all genders. Similarly, we
have focused on changing the way the media has
historically reported on women, particularly in cases
of violence against women (VAW). Fortunately, our
efforts to convince the media to maintain sensitivity
when reporting on women have borne fruit and there
is a marked improvement, especially in stories where
rape has been committed. There is now a conscious
effort, and in some cases editorial policy, not to
give out the names or photographs of rape victims/
survivors, avoid spiced-up details, place the blame on
the rape survivor or suggest that she is responsible.
A major element in reports of rape cases in Urdu,
was the use of honour-related terms such as “izzat
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ka lutna, ismat dari”. After being sensitized, some
Urdu language journalists have replaced these terms
with the word “rape”, in vindication of our persistent
attempts to convince them of this necessity.
Twenty years have gone by and Uks continues to be
devoted to the cause of gender equality and gender
sensitivity in the media, realizing that the journey
ahead is long and possibly arduous. We began with
the print media, then came the 24/7 electronic media,
mostly television, where we have achieved a modicum
of success. Now we are also looking at the huge
presence and potential of the entertainment media;
the soaps and dramas as well as advertisements.
Presently, there is much in the entertainment media
that is detrimental to all women, that caters to
notions of male chauvinism and portrays women as
voiceless commodities. From the very beginning,
our attempts to gender sensitise media heads and
editors mostly met with negative feedback such as
”why are you so fixated on how women are portrayed
in the media?”, “what’s wrong with the way women
are portrayed in the media?”. There was denial, and
refusal to even listen to the arguments being put
forward. However, there were also a few who showed
willingness and commitment to gender sensitise their
programming. All in all, there is still so much of
apathy, ignorance and at times blatant bias against
women, but we remain hopeful that in the years to
come, many of our hopes and dreams will be fulfilled.
Unions and associations are an important area that lag
behind in active women’s participation. Uks has been
discussing at its training workshops and consultative

meetings that an increase in women’s membership in
journalists’ unions and associations is essential for
bringing in gender equality in news and news rooms.
Uks would like to see a change in the age-old “men’s
club” look of the unions and associations (symbolic
induction/inclusion of one or two women does not
mean much) by encouraging more women to become
members, contest elections and hold offices. If this
happens, then we believe many issues of gender
inequality would be addressed and redressed.
Uks would like to take up issues of safety and security
for women reporting from conflict zones and to
highlight the extra risks faced by these women who
are not only vulnerable to the same dangers as their
male colleagues, but face additional threats of sexual
violence, intimidation and gender discrimination.
We would like to see greater acceptability for
Affirmative Action as well as better understanding
of issues relating to harassment at the workplace,
including greater openness and consensus regarding
its seriousness as a barrier to women’s employment
and growth. As this is often a very difficult issue to
raise and to prove, most women prefer to keep quiet,
thereby promoting a culture of silence.
Uks would definitely like to work more closely with
news rooms of 24/7 news channels on how to produce
news stories that are gender sensitive, and why this
is so essential. Our aim is to change the dominant
pattern of gender bias and gender blindness in news
reports to stories that are gender inclusive and gender
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just. When girls and women do not see themselves
in the news media, then it’s a problem,” said Sarah
Macharia, program manager at the World Association
for Christian Communication and lead researcher at
GMPP. “When you find inequalities being propagated
and being normalized in the news media, which is
supposed to tell the world as it is… then it becomes a
problem that crosses over into women’s reality. In that
sense, it has a direct impact on the lives of women
and girls.”
While women outnumber men as television presenters
in Pakistan, as they do across the world, Uks would
like to see more and more women tasked with actually
reporting news on air and not just as the dolled up
presenters.
Uks, over these twenty plus years, has taken up
several initiatives to empower women in and through
the media. We have tried to assist and support the
vernacular media by widely disseminating Urdu
translations of documents like CEDAW, UDHR, BPFA,
CRC, MDGGs and now SDGs.
Uks would continue to uphold and disseminate its
belief that society needs to address conservative
and patriarchal narratives that hold back progress
if it is seriously seeking women’s empowerment.
That was why in one of Uks’ training toolkits for the
media, ‘Powerful Women, Powerful Nation’, published
in 2013, there was a box titled ‘why can’t women
ride motorbikes?’ The idea was to get the journalists
thinking about how women are kept away from many
activities that are their basic right. Nearly five years
on, we are beginning to see some change of attitude
and behaviour towards women riding a motorbike.
Replacing negative with positive, and offering
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solutions while raising problems remains Uks’ main
guiding force. In the coming years, we would like to
come up more strongly with counter narratives for
news, current affairs as well as entertainment and
advertising. We would like to see gender stereotypes,
for example, that women should only be homemakers
and mothers, taken over by positive and powerful
portrayals of women and their contribution in all walks
of life. They should be in the news, and they should
be allowed the opportunity to air their views in their
areas of expertise, whether as heads of multinationals,
or leaders in the fields of art, science, politics etc.
We at Uks, being the change makers that we are,
also hope to take up issues of how the transgender
population is portrayed and reported in the media.
For the coming years, Uks aims to remain committed
to its mission statement of “empowering women
in and through the media”. Uks is hopeful that
continued and sustained efforts will ultimately bring
about a positive change in the mind-sets of media
practitioners. Uks is also trying to raise greater
awareness among the public (who presently remain
a passive audience) through the Women’s Media
Complaint Cell and other means. Uks also envisages
collaborations with related media authorities such
as All Pakistan Newspapers Society, Press Council of
Pakistan, PEMRA, Pakistan Advertisers Society etc., to
join hands and make it a collective responsibility to
make ours a gender-just media.
The feminizing or gendering of media and the
audience is what Uks ultimately hopes to achieve, in
the near future.

Small Outfit, Big Achievements
The following account lists the projects, programmes and publications successfully completed by Uks towards
our goal of achieving a gender just media portrayal of women and women’s issues, including a greater induction
of women in the media industry and the cracking of the proverbial glass ceiling.
Publications
- Media Booklet: Improving & Sensitizing Media Reporting on VAW - 2016 DAI AAWAZ Resource Fund
- Women, Media and Ethics: Bridging the Gap - 2016 NED (English / Urdu)
- End of Project Report on Ending Gender Based Violence - 2015 PPAF
- Women Media Complaint Cell (WMCC) Gender Just Media Drive - 2015-16 NED
- Pakistan Global Media Monitoring Project (GMMP) National Report - 2015
- Labour Laws of Pakistan: Gender Analysis and Recommendations - 2014 GEP Aurat Foundation
- On Road to Equity: Changing Media Narratives - 2014 DANIDA
- Engendering Change: A Toolkit for a More Gender Responsive Media - 2013 DANIDA
- Media Monitoring and Content Analysis Report - 2013 DANIDA
- Resource Toolkit for Journalists - 2011-13 DANIDA
- Fair, Balanced and Unbiased? - 2013 DANIDA
- Gender Sensitive A Voluntary Code of Ethics for Media - 2013 DANIDA
- Who is Telling Our Story - 2013 DANIDA
- Powerful Women-Powerful Nation: Empowering Women Through the Media - 2013 CIPE
- Communicating Disasters through the Lens of Gender - 2012 Global Fund for Women (GFW)
- Talking Back II - 2011 National Endowment for Democracy (NED)
- Covering Crime: How Pakistani Media Reports Rape Cases - 2011 Global Fund for Women
- Through the Gender Lens (English/Urdu) - 2010 UNFPA
- Talking Back I - 2010 National Endowment for Democracy
- More Women in News: The Way Forward - 2009
- Openness is An Essential Part of Public Governance - 2009 Open Society Institute
- More Women in News and Views - 2009 Woodrow Wilson International Center of Scholars (USA) & Pakistani
Women’s Media Network
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The following account lists the projects, programmes and publications successfully completed by Uks towards
our goal of achieving a gender just media portrayal of women and women’s issues, including a greater induction
of women in the media industry and the cracking of the proverbial glass ceiling.
Publications
- Media Booklet: Improving & Sensitizing Media Reporting on VAW - 2016 DAI AAWAZ Resource Fund
- Women, Media and Ethics: Bridging the Gap - 2016 NED (English / Urdu)
- End of Project Report on Ending Gender Based Violence - 2015 PPAF
- Women Media Complaint Cell (WMCC) Gender Just Media Drive - 2015-16 NED
- Pakistan Global Media Monitoring Project (GMMP) National Report - 2015
- Labour Laws of Pakistan: Gender Analysis and Recommendations - 2014 GEP Aurat Foundation
- On Road to Equity: Changing Media Narratives - 2014 DANIDA
- Engendering Change: A Toolkit for a More Gender Responsive Media - 2013 DANIDA
- Media Monitoring and Content Analysis Report - 2013 DANIDA
- Resource Toolkit for Journalists - 2011-13 DANIDA
- Fair, Balanced and Unbiased? - 2013 DANIDA
- Gender Sensitive A Voluntary Code of Ethics for Media - 2013 DANIDA
- Who is Telling Our Story - 2013 DANIDA
- Powerful Women-Powerful Nation: Empowering Women Through the Media - 2013 CIPE
- Communicating Disasters through the Lens of Gender - 2012 Global Fund for Women (GFW)
- Talking Back II - 2011 National Endowment for Democracy (NED)
- Covering Crime: How Pakistani Media Reports Rape Cases - 2011 Global Fund for Women
- Through the Gender Lens (English/Urdu) - 2010 UNFPA
- Talking Back I - 2010 National Endowment for Democracy
- More Women in News: The Way Forward - 2009
- Openness is An Essential Part of Public Governance - 2009 Open Society Institute
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- More Women in News and Views - 2009 Woodrow Wilson International Center of Scholars (USA) & Pakistani
Women’s Media Network
- Understanding Disability - 2009 Embassy of Kingdom of Netherlands
- Engendering Politics through Media - 2009 National Endowment Program (NED)
- Freedom to Access Information - 2009 Open Society Institute
- From Classrooms to Newsrooms: Promoting Media as a Career for Women in Pakistan - 2009 Interviews &
Pakistani Women’s Media Network
- For Equity and Equality - A best practices guide for raising Women’s voices and Concerns through Radio
(English/Urdu) - 2008 British High Commission
- HIV and AIDS Media Toolkit - Making it Easier to Report on HIV AIDS - 2007 Canadian International
Development Agency (CIDA) - (English / Urdu)
- Media Resource Book on HIV and AIDS - 2007 Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA)
- Gender Sensitive Code of Ethics for Print Media - 2005 Gender Equity Project (GEP)
- Challenging Trends - 2004 Gender Equity Project (GEP)
- Changing Images - 2002
- Impact of Newspaper Language and Reporting on Women’s Status and Development - 1998 British High
Commission
http://www.uksresearch.com/Publications.html
Newsletters
- Spring 2017 - Ukkas - The Reflector e-Newsletter (Volume-I - Issue 1)
- Summer 2017 - Ukaas - The Reflector e-Newsletter (Volume-I - Issue 2)
- Autumn/ Winter 2017 – Ukkaas- The Reflector e-Newsletter (Volume I- Issue 3)
- Summer 2011 - NED NEWSLETTER VOLUME II - Promoting Public Discourse on Media Content in Pakistan
- Spring 2011 - NED Newsletter - National Endowment for Democracy
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- Summer 2010 - NED Newsletter - National Endowment for Democracy
- Spring 2010 - NED Newsletter - National Endowment for Democracy
- Spring 2010 - Ukkas The Reflector
- Summer 2010 - UNFPA Uks Newsletter 1 - Changing Mindsets on Gender Based Violence
- Fall 2010 - UNFPA Uks Newsletter 2 - Changing Mindsets on Gender Based Violence
Projects
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Gender Just Media Drive– Women Media Complaint Cell
Giving Voice to the Voiceless: Creating a workable nexus between media, academia and selected
communities on spreading awareness and proactive advocacy on violence against women
Gender Just Media Drive (Phase I) - Enhancing Sensitization and Voluntary adoption of Gender Sensitive
Code of Ethics in the Media in Pakistan
Pilot on Ending Gender-based Violence
Enhancing women workers, awareness on their rights and labour laws
Energy for People
Social Change through Radio: Promoting Tolerance, Peace and Equality
Responsible Media Reporting on Rape
Mother Schools
More Women in Media
Strengthening Women Parliamentarians in Pakistan for Effective Government
Promotion of Dialogue for Peacebuilding through Media and Youth Mobilization in Pakistan
Powerful Women, Powerful Nation: Empowering Women in and through the Media
Media for Democracy
Promoting Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms in Pakistan
Promoting Gender Equality for Decent Employment (GE4DE)
Promoting Public Discourse on Media Content in Pakistan
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18. Motivating Pakistani Youth into Changing Mindsets through Development of Sensitive Media Content on
Gender Based Violence (GBV)
19. Promoting Public Discourse on Media Content in Pakistan: A Pilot Study Introducing Media Literacy in
Pakistan through Educational Institutions
20. Use of Radio to Promote Freedom and Access to Information
21. Building the capacity of journalists on effective dialogue and promoting positive coverage of women in
media
Radio Project
-

-

Media Coverage and portrayal of ‘Honour’ Killings in Pakistan - https://tune.pk/video/6968245/honorkilling-role-of-media-uks-radio-projectmp3
Amn ki Shama sey Ilm ki Lau, (Lighting the Torch of Education through the Candle of Peace) - https://
tune.pk/playlist/106321/16-days-of-activism-2016
Aurat, Qanoon aur Tahafuz (Women, Law and Protection) - https://tune.pk/playlist/107357/aurat-qanoonaur-tahafuz
Hifazati Tikay Aap kay Bachon ke Muhafiz (Immunizations, A Safeguard for your Children) - http://tune.
pk/video/6359499/uks-research-center-amp-gavi-the-vaccine-alliance-program-on-expended-program-onimmunization-in-pakistan-urdu2?&play_list=99632
Roshan Rahain (Brighter Pathways) - http://tune.pk/video/6127394/roshan-rahain-gbv-introductorywatta-satta-1-gender-based-violence-in-south-punjab?&play_list=96666
Baikhtiyar Aurat Baikhtiyar Karkun (Empowered Women, Empowered Workers) - http://tune.pk/
video/6137878/baikhtiyar-aurat-baikhtiyar-karkun-introduction-1?&play_list=96698
Tawanae Khushali Aur Hum (Energy, Development and Us)- http://tune.pk/video/6130476/tawanaekhushali-or-hum-energy-and-citizen-role?&play_list=96699
Badlo soch Badlo Mashra (Change your mindsets to bring social change!) http://tune.pk/video/6136221/
badlo-soch-badlo-mashra-women-mobility?&play_list=96702
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-

Indraj Hoga tu Naam Hoga (Registration would bring recognition) http://tune.pk/video/6285162/uksproduction-indaraj-hoga-tu-naam-hoga-1?&play_list=97236
Awam ki Awaz (Voice of the People) http://tune.pk/video/6137381/awam-ki-awaz-karachi-uc4-uks1?&play_list=99633
Siyasat Main Barabari Mera Haq (Political Equality, My Right) http://tune.pk/video/108622/siyasat-mainbrabri-mara-haq-ajk-mirpur-uks-amp-fes-production?&play_list=99634
Umeed-e-sahar (Hope of a New Beginning) http://tune.pk/video/108545/umeed-e-saher-1-interfaithharmony-amp-peace-uks-amp-cavish?&play_list=99635
Women of Swat: Turning Grief into Strength - A Radio Documentary
Humaray Huqooq Humari Zimedarian (Our Rights, Our Responsibilities) - https://tune.pk/video/107765/
youth-politics-hhhz-uks-care
Aawaz Hamaari Qoo’at (Our Voice, our Strength) https://tune.pk/video/107004/awaz-hamari-quwat-wateruks-production
Hum Kisi Se Kamm Nahe (We are Not Inferior) https://tune.pk/video/104740/hum-kisi-se-kam-nahin-selfempowerment
Aurat Ki Tarakee, Hamari Tarakee (Progress for Women, Progress for All) https://tune.pk/video/107860/
aurat-ki-taraqi-hamari-taraqi-awareness-of-right-uks-ned
Aurat Ma’eeshat aur Karobaar (Women, Economy and Business) https://tune.pk/video/104779/womeneconomy-and-business-branding-uks-production?&play_list=96706
Aao Sunain Unkahi Batain, Unsuni Kahanian (Hearing Unheard Voices, Untold Stories) https://tune.pk/
video/106938/aao-sunain-unkahi-batain-unsuni-kahanian-1earthquake-2005-uks?&play_list=96709
Hamari Taraqi, Hamaray Masael (Our Progress, Our Problems) https://tune.pk/video/107919/hamari-tarqihamari-maseal-vaw-uks?&play_list=96704
Nayee Manzilain, Nayee Umeedain (New Goals, New Hopes) https://tune.pk/video/6388547/nayeemanzilein-nayee-umeedain-2?&play_list=98519
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-

Hamari Tarakee, Hamari Awaz (Our Progress, Our Voice) https://tune.pk/video/106865/hamari-taraqihamari-awaz-expection-from-polititions
Aurat, Ghairat aur Qatl (Woman, ‘Honour’ and Murder) https://tune.pk/video/104692/woman%E2%80%98honour%E2%80%99-and-murder-1-uks-production?&play_list=96668
Chalo Phir Se Muskoraen (Let’s Smile Again) https://tune.pk/video/107940/lets-smile-again-1-earthquake2005-uks-the-asia-foundation
Pani ki Kahani Aurat Ki Zabani (The Story of Water as Told by Women) https://tune.pk/video/107927/
pani-ki-kahani-aurat-ki-zubani-1-uks-production?&play_list=98521
Aao Zarooriyat ki Baat Karain (Let’s Talk About Essentials)
Mujhe Bolney Do (Let Me Speak)
AIDS Hum Aur Aap (AIDS and Us)
Messages for Oct 08, 2005 Earthquake
Ghurbat Amn Aur Insaf- Aik Tikon (Poverty, Peace and Justice - A Troika)
Meri Awaz Suno (Hear My Voice)

Digital Stories
“Women of Pakistan: the Past and Present – 2017
https://tune.pk/video/7360877/pakistani-women-past-present
Entertainment Media in Pakistani: Kal aur Aaj (Past and Present) – 2016
https://www.facebook.com/uksresearch/videos/1317868178284671/
Kahani Badal Rahi Hai (Changing Narratives) - 2015
http://tune.pk/video/6581943/final-digital-story
Energy for People – 2015
http://tune.pk/video/6128828/azam-solar-story-uks-project-digital-stories?&play_list=96700
Mother Schools- 2014
http://tune.pk/video/6459046/finalfilm-mothersstory-dec3-2014
More Women in Media - 2010
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https://tune.pk/video/7067391/women-in-media-DANIDA&Uks
Fellowships and Exchange programmes
1. International Centre for Journalists - Pakistan-USA Journalists Exchange Programme 2016-17
2. Oklahoma University’s – Pakistan-US journalists Exchange Programme 2015-17
3. Bringing Women’s Voices into the Mainstream: A Media Research Fellowship on Militarism and Women in
South Asia -2015
4. US State Department’s Citizen Exchange program 2008-2010
Roundtables and Consultations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

National Consultation with Media Stakeholders on Women Media & Ethics: Bridging the Gap- 2016
Media Monitoring & Content Analysis of Women’s Issues: The Way Forward - 2015
Finalizing the Gender Sensitive Code of Ethics for the Media - 2013
National conference on Empowering Women in Politics through Media - 2013
Formulation of Gender Sensitive Code-of-Ethics for the Media - 2012
More Women in News and Views - 2009
Is Mainstream Media Willing to Take Up this Challenge with Gender Sensitivity? - 2009
A National Media Conference on Positive Portrayal of Women in Media - 2008
A Roundtable Conference on HIV & AIDS - 2007
A National Roundtable with media on Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP) - 2005
A Roundtable with Media on Formulation of a Gender-Sensitive Code of Ethics for the Print Media -2003

Workshops for students and youth
1. Consultations for Change - Engendering Mass Communication Departments through Uks’ Media Analysis Tools
- 2017
2. Awareness Raising Sessions with University students on Recognizing Gender-based Violence in our
Community - 2016
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3. One-day Trainings of Students of Media on Analyzing Media in Pakistan through the Gender Lens -2016
4. Workshops with university students on More Women in Media - 2012-13
5. Motivating Pakistani Youth into Changing Mindsets through Development of Sensitive Media Contents on
Gender-Based Violence (GBV) - 2010
6. Promoting Public Discourse on Media Content in Pakistan - 2009
Workshops for Journalists
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Training of Trainers Workshop for Media Practitioners on Gender Sensitive Reporting on Violence against
Women - 2016
Day Training of Journalists on Analysing Media in Pakistan through the Gender Lens - 2016
Training of Trainers/Coordinators on Encouraging Gender Sensitive Journalism and Gender Aware Audience
- 2015
Workshop for Journalists on Reporting on Energy Issues - 2015
Trainings of Working Journalists on Media Monitoring and Gender Responsive Reporting across Pakistan 2013
Training of Radio Presenters and Producers on Common Ground Media - 2013
Workshop for female Journalists across Pakistan - 2012
Training of Working Journalists on Media Monitoring and Gender Responsive Reporting across Pakistan 2012
Empowerment of People through Media - A One-Day Training Workshop on Role and Use of Radio to
Promote Freedom and Access to Information - 2009
Training on Radio Journalism - 2007
A series of workshop on looking at disaster reporting through women’s eyes - 2006
A six-days field based media training workshop on disaster reporting - 2006
Media and AIDS: A Development Issue - 2001
Media Motivation and Mobilization on HIV/AIDS - 2001
One-Day Workshop on Portrayal of Women in Media - 1999
Two-day Workshop for Urdu Media Persons - 1998
Two Gender-Sensitization Workshops for Journalists - 1998
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Workshops with Communities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Media Consumers’ Club Sessions - 2017
Interaction Sessions with Community Women - 2016
Audience Clubs (Baithaks) - Narrowcasting of Radio Programs on VAW - 2015
Women Workers’ Conventions - 2015
Engagement with Employers on Sexual Harassment Act and Women Friendly policies at Workplaces - 2015
Radio Listeners’ Club Meetings - 2015
Workshop with Women Workers on Labour Laws and Rights - 2014
Meetings in Community with Mothers on Countering Violent Extremism
Reaching the Unreached - Training and Educating Young Women of Lyari – 2009

Uks’ Annual Desk Diaries
Uks has a well maintained series of annual diaries since 1998. Every annual diary contains an in depth overview
of a pre-selected theme. These themes are mainly centric to women development and status.
http://www.uksresearch.com/uks-desk-diaries.html
- Diary 2018: Women of Pakistan- Reflections from Yesteryears
- Diary 2017: Women of Pakistan say - There is no ‘Honour’ in Killing
- Diary 2016: Women of Pakistan - Breaking the Silence on Feminization of Poverty
- Diary 2015: Women of Pakistan - Missed MDGs, Must Achieve SGDs
- Diary 2014: Women of Pakistan - Rebuilding Lives Courageously After each Disaster and Crisis
- Diary 2013: Women of Pakistan - The Unsung, Unrecognized Heroes in Agriculture
- Diary 2012: Women of Pakistan - Saying No to Domestic Violence
- Diary 2011: Women of Pakistan - Climbing Up the Entrepreneurship Ladder
- Diary 2010: Women of Pakistan - Challenging Stereotypes through Arts
- Diary 2009: Women of Pakistan - Striving for visibility and power in the media
- Diary 2008: Women of Pakistan - Some Break through the Bureaucratic Glass Ceiling
- Diary 2007: Women of Pakistan - Aspiring for Greater
- Diary 2006: Women of Pakistan - Struggling for Legal Rights
- Diary 2005: Women of Pakistan - Health Care - The Silent Emergency
- Diary 2004: Women of Pakistan - Empowerment through Education
- Diary 2003: Women of Pakistan - A Journey through Politics
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-

Diary 2002: Women of Pakistan - Struggling Against Violence
Diary 2001: Women of Pakistan - Vision in Print
Diary 2000: Women of Pakistan - Looking Towards the New Millennium
Diary 1998: Women of Pakistan - Fifty Years and Beyond

Initiatives
1. Women’s Media Complaint Cell
https://www.dawn.com/news/1086872
https://tribune.com.pk/story/981683/watchdog-role-women-media-complaint-cell-revived/
2. Pakistani Women’s Media Network
The News (May 17, 2008) - https://www.thenews.com.pk/archive/print/112197-pakistani-women-medianetwork-launched
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Address:
202, 2nd Floor, Executive Centre, E-11/2-3,
Islamabad.
Tel: +92 51 2305110, +92-51-2305152
Fax: +92 51 8313310
E-mail: info@uksresearch.com
URL: www.uksresearch.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/uksresearch

